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Aerosols

An aerosol is a suspension of small particles in air or another gas. From the point of
view of air pollution engineering, aerosols are important because unwanted particles are
produced in combustion and other industrial processes. In addition, primary gaseous
emissions may react in the atmosphere to produce secondary species that nucleate to
form particles or condense on preexisting particles. An important class of industrial gas
cleaning processes is designed to remove particles from exhaust gas streams, and such
processes are the subject of Chapter 7. The present chapter is devoted to fundamental
aspects of aerosols that are needed to understand how particles are formed in combus
tion, how they change once released to the atmosphere, and how to design particulate
gas-cleaning processes. In Chapter 6 we consider the mechanisms of particle formation
in combustion processes.

We begin this chapter with an analysis of the dynamics of a single particle moving
in a fluid. Several of the particulate gas-cleaning processes that we will study in Chapter
7 are based on the principle of imposing an external force on particles in a flowing gas
stream so that they will migrate to a collector surface. Thus we will need to calculate
how a particle in a flowing gas stream responds to an external force, such as gravity or
an electrical force (if the particle is charged). We then proceed to an analysis of the
Brownian diffusion of particles in a gas, a physical mechanism that is important in re
moving particles from a gas stream when an obstacle is placed in the stream to which
particles may diffuse and adhere. The final portion of this chapter is devoted to the
description of a population of particles through the size distribution function.

The subject of aerosols is indeed a broad one, arising in areas ranging from air
pollution, where the particles are unwanted, to industrial processes, where the particles
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are produced intentionally. We endeavor to cover here those aspects of aerosol behavior
critical to air pollution engineering.

5.1 THE DRAG ON A SINGLE PARTICLE: STOKES' LAW

A good place to start to study the dynamical behavior of aerosol particles in a fluid is to
consider the drag force exerted on a particle as it moves in a fluid. This drag force will
always be present as long as the particle is not moving in a vacuum. To caleulate the
drag force exerted by a fluid on a particle moving in that fluid one must solve the equa
tions of fluid motion to determine the velocity and pressure fields around the particle.
The particle will be considered to be spherical.

The velocity and pressure in an incompressible Newtonian fluid arc governed by
the equation of continuity,

aux au, au_
--+_. +-'=0ax ay az

and the Navier-Stokes equations (Bird et al., 1960), the x-component of which is

(5.1 )

(
au, au,

p - + u.-at ., ax

+ pg, (5.2 )

where g, is the component of the gravity force in the x-direction.
By introducing a characteristic velocity Uo and length L, the continuity and Navier

Stokes equations can be made dimensionless. The Reynolds number Re = lInLp / flo, the
ratio of inertial to viscous forces in the flow, is the characteristic dimensionless group
that emerges from the dimensionless equations. For flow around a submerged body, L
can be chosen as a characteristic dimension of the body, say its diameter, and Un can be
chosen as the speed of the undisturbed fluid upstream of the body. For flow past a sphere
the Reynolds number can be defined based on the sphere's radius or its diameter. In the
first case, the Reynolds number is conventionally given the symbol R = unRp/ v, whereas
in the second it is called Re = lIoDp/v. Clearly, Re = 2R. We will use the Reynolds
number Re defined on the basis of the sphere diameter. When viscous forces dominate
inertial forces, Re « I, the type of flow that results is called a creeping flow or low
Reynolds number flow.

The solution of the equations for the velocity and pressure distribution around a
sphere in creeping flow was first obtained by Stokes. The assumptions invoked to obtain
that solution are: (I) an infinite medium, (2) a rigid sphere, and (3) no slip at the surface
of the sphere. For the solution, we refer to the reader to Bird et al. (1960, p. 132).
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(5.3 )

The object is to calculate the net force exerted by the fluid on the sphere in the
direction of flow. The force consists of two contributions. At each point on the surface
of the sphere there is a pressure on the solid acting perpendicularly to the surface. This
is the normal force. At each point there is also a tangential force exerted by the fluid
due to the shear stress caused by the velocity gradients in the vicinity of the surface.

To obtain the nOffilal force on the sphere, one integrates the component of the
pressure acting perpendicularly to the surface. The normal and tangential forces can be
shown to be

F" = 27rjJRp uoo

Ft = 47rp,Rp uoo

where U oo is the undisturbed fluid velocity far upstream of the sphere. Note that the case
of a stationary sphere in a fluid with velocity U oo is entirely equivalent to that of a sphere
moving at velocity U oo through a stagnant fluid.

The total drag force exerted by the fluid on the sphere is

(5.4 )

which is called Stokes' law. If we include gravity, the total force on the sphere is the
sum of the drag force and the buoyant force. When the direction of flow and the direction
of gravity coincide, the buoyant force to be added to the drag force is the force equal to
the weight of the fluid displaced by the sphere,

F 4 R 3
buoyant = :3 7r ppg (5.5)

At Re = 1, the drag force predicted by Stokes' law is 13% low due to the neglect
of the inertial terms in the equation of motion. The correction to account for higher
Reynolds numbers is (Re ::s 2)

(5.6 )

To account for the drag force over the entire range of Reynolds number, we can
express the drag force in terms of an empirical drag coefficient CD as

(5.7)

where AI' is the projected area of the body normal to the flow. Thus, for a spherical
particle of diameter Dp ,

(5.8 )

where the following correlations are available for the drag coefficient as a function of
Reynolds number:
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(5.9 )

The Reynolds numbers of spherical particles falling at their temlinal velocities in air at
298 K and 1 atm are:

DI' (Jlrn) Re

20 0.02
60 0.4

100 2
300 20

Thus, for particles smaller than about 20 /lm in diameter, Stokes' law is an accurate
formula for the drag force exerted by the air.

5.2 NONCONTINUUM EFFECTS

Aerosol particles are small. The particle diameter is often comparable to the distances
that gas molecules travel between collisions with other gas molecules. Consequently,
the basic continuum transport equations must be modified to account for the nature of
the fluid/particle interaction.

5.2.1 The Knudsen Number

The key dimensionless group that defines the nature of the suspending fluid relative to
the particle is the Knudsen number Kn = 2A/ Dr" where A is the mean free path of the
fluid. Thus the Knudsen number is the ratio of two length scales, one characterizing the
"graininess" of the fluid with respect to the transport of momentum, mass, or heat, and
the other characterizing the particle, its radius.

Before we discuss the physical interpretation of the Knudsen number, we must
consider the definition of the mean free path. The mean free path of a gas molecule can
be defined as the average distance traveled between collisions with other gas molecules.
If the gas consists entirely of molecules of a single type, call them B, the mean free path
can be denoted as Ass. Even though air consists of molecules of N2 and 02, it is cus
tomary to talk about the mean free path of air as if air were a single chemical species.
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We will denote air by B in what follows. If the gas consists of molecules of two types,
A and B, several mean free paths can be defined.

AAB is the average distance traveled by a molecule of A before it encounters a
molecule of B, with a similar interpretation for ABA- Although the idea of a mean free
path can be extended to aerosol particles, it is less clear how to define the mean free
path of an aerosol particle than that of a gas molecule. Aerosol particles collide only
very infrequently with other particles, and, when they do, it is usually assumed that the
two particles adhere. Thus aerosol-aerosol collisions are not an appropriate basis on
which to define a particle mean free path. On the other hand, because of their large size
and mass relative to that of gas molecules, an aerosol particle experiences a large number
of collisions per unit time with the surrounding gas molecules and is not influenced
significantly by any single collision. Consequently, the motion of an aerosol particle can
be viewed as more or less continuous in nature, a view, however, that does not provide
a convenient length to be identified as a mean free path. Fortunately, it will not be
necessary for us to compute a particle mean free path in order to calculate the transport
properties of aerosols.

If we are interested in characterizing the nature of the suspending gas relative to a
particle, the mean free path that appears in the definition of the Knudsen number is Ag .

If the particle radius greatly exceeds Ag , the gas appears to the particle as a continuum.
Thus, when Kn « I, we say that the particle is in the continuum regime, and the usual
equations of continuum mechanics apply. When the mean free path of gas molecules
substantially exceeds the particle radius, the particle exists in a more or less rarified
medium, it appears to the surrounding gas molecules like just another gas molecule, and
its transport properties can be obtained from kinetic theory of gases. This Kn » I limit
is called the free molecule or kinetic regime. The particle size range intermediate be
tween these two extremes is called the transition regime. These three regimes are de
picted schematically in Figure 5.1.

The mean free path of a gas can be calculated from kinetic theory of gases from

A = Jl
g 0.499p(8M/,rrRT)1/2

(5.10)

where Ag is measured in meters and p in pascal, and where M is the molecular weight
and Jl is the gas viscosity. The mean free path of air molecules at T = 298 K and p
I atm is found from (5.10) to be (Jl = 1.8 X 10-5 kg m- I

S-I)

Ag = 6.51 X 10-8 m = 0.0651 Jlm

Thus, in air at standard conditions, particles with radii exceeding 0.2 Jlm or so can be
considered, from the point of view of transport properties, to be in the continuum re
gime. Similarly, the transport properties of those having radii about 0.01 Jlm or smaller
can be computed from free molecule kinetic theory. The transition regime would span
the range of particle radii approximately from 0.01 to 0.2 Itm.

If we are interested in the diffusion of a vapor molecule A at low concentration
toward a particle, both of which are contained in a background gas B (e.g., air), the
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FigureS .• Knudsennumber(Kn = AIR!')
and the three regimes of fluid-particle be
havior: (a) continuum regime (Kn -> 0); (b)
free molecule (kinetic) regime (Kn -> (0):

(c), transition regime [Kn = 0 (I ) 1·

description of that diffusion process depends on the value of the Knudsen number defined
on the basis of AAB' Kn = 2AAB / Dr The same definitions of regimes of behavior, con
tinuum, free molecule, and transition, can be made in that case as when determining
how the particle interacts with air molecules.

The mean free path of molecules of A, AAB' in a binary mixture of A and B can be
related to the binary diffusivity DAB and the mean molecular speed of species A, CA =
(8RTj7rMA )1 /2, from the first-order Chapman-Enskog hard sphere solution of the Boltz
mann equation by

(5.11)

5.2.2 Slip Correction Factor

Stokes' law is derived from the equations of continuum fluid mechanics. When the par
ticle diameter Dp approaches the same order as the mean free path A of the suspending
fluid (e.g., air), the resisting force offered by the fluid is smaller than that predicted by
Stokes' law. To account for noncontinuum effects that become important as Dp becomes
smaller and smaller, a slip correction factor, Ceo is introduced into Stokes' law written
now in tenns of particle diameter Dp ,

(5.12)
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where Cc has the general form

Cc = 1 + Kn lex + ~ exp (-:n)J

Aerosols Chap. 5

(5.13)

A number of investigators over the years have determined the values of the parameters
ex, ~, and 'Y based on Millikan's experiments performed between 1909 and 1923. Allen
and Raabe (1982) have reanalyzed Millikan's raw data to produce an updated set of
parameters, as well as summarized those of previous investigators. The maximum dif
ference between values of Cc for the different sets of parameters was found to be about
2% over the Kn range of 0.001 to 100. For our purposes, we will use the following
parameter values:

ex = 1.257 ~ = 0.40 'Y = 1.10

The limiting behavior of Cc for large and small particle diameter is

2\
+ (1.257) 

Dp

C =c

2\
+ (1.657) 

Dp

The value of the slip correction factor for air at I atm and 298 K as a function of
particle diameter is

Dp (flm) C,

0.01 22.7
0.05 5.06
0.1 2.91
0.5 1.337
1.0 1.168
5.0 1.034

10.0 1.017

At D p = 0.01 /lm, the limiting formula predicts Cc = 22.54; and at the large particle
extreme, for Dp = 10 /lm, the limiting formula predicts Cc = 1.016. The slip correction
factor is generally neglected for particles exceeding 10 /lm in diameter.

It is sometimes convenient to express the drag force on a particle in terms of a
friction coefficientfby Fdrag = fuoo. In the Stokes' law regime,j = 37f/lDp , and in generdl

(5.14 )
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5.3 MOTION OF AN AEROSOL PARTICLE IN AN EXTERNAL
FORCE FIELD

Up to this point we have considered the drag force on a particle moving at a steady
velocity U oo through a quiescent fluid. (Recall that this case is equivalent to the flow of
a fluid at velocity U oo past a stationary sphere.) The motion of a particle arises in the first
place due to the action of some external force on the particle, such as gravity or electrical
forces. The drag force arises as soon as there is a difference between the velocity of the
particle and that of the fluid. For a variety of applications to the design of particle col
lection devices it is necessary to be able to describe the motion of a particle in either a
quiescent or flowing fluid subject to external forces on the particle. The basis of this
description is an equation of motion for a particle. To derive an equation of motion for
a particle, let us begin with a force balance on a moving particle of mass mp which we
write in vector form as

(5.15)

where v is the velocity of the particle and F; is the force acting on the particle by mech
anism i. As long as the particle is not moving in a vacuum, the drag force will always
be present, so let us remove the drag force from the summation of forces and place it
permanently in (5.15)

dv 37rJ.LDp ,
m - = -- (u - v) + ~ F

P dt Cc ; et
(5.16)

where the Stokes drag force on a particle moving at velocity v in a fluid having velocity
u is the first term on the right-hand side of (5.16) and Fe; denotes external force i (those
forces arising from external potential fields, such as gravity force and electrical force).
The fluid and particle velocities are depicted schematically in Figure 5.2. In writing
(5.16) we have assumed that even though the particle motion is unsteady, its acceleration
is slow enough so that at any instant, Stokes' law is still valid. Moreover, implicit in
the use of the Stokes' law expression is the assumption that the particle is small enough
so that the creeping flow approximation holds. Actually, (5.16) is only an approximate

y

Fluid streamline
u = Fluid velocity
tI = Particle velocity

z

~----J~X

Figure 5.2 Fluid and particle velocities.
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fonn of the equation of motion of a particle in a fluid. The full equation is (Hinze, 1959)

du vI' (dU dV)v)+vp-+-p ---
I' dt 2 dt dt

3D~ ( )1/2 It (du/dt') - (dv/dt') , '"+ -- ?rPM 1/2 dt + LJ Fel
2 0 (t-t') i

(5.17)

where vI' is the volume of the particle. The second tenn on the right-hand side is due to
the pressure gradient in the fluid surrounding the particle, caused by acceleration of the
gas by the particle. The third tenn on the right-hand side is the force required to accel
erate the apparent mass of the particle relative to the fluid. The fourth teml on the right
hand side, called the Basset history integral, accounts for the force arising due to the
deviation of the fluid velocity from steady state. In most situations of interest for aerosol
particles in air, the second, third, and fourth tenns on the right-hand side of (5.17) may
be neglected.

Consider for the moment the motion of a particle in a fluid in the presence only of
gravity,

If we divide this equation by 3?rMDp / Cn we obtain

dv
T - + V = u + rg

dt

(5.18)

(5.19)

where T = mpCc/3?rMDp is evidently a characteristic time associated with the motion of
the particle. For a spherical particle of density PI' in a fluid of density P, mp =
( ?r /6) D~ (PI' - p), where the factor (PI' - p) is needed because (?r / 6)D;;pg is the
buoyancy force on the particle [recall (5.5)]. However, since for typical aerosol particles
in air PI' » p, mp = (?r/6)D~pp, and

D~ppCc
T=--~

IBM
(5.20)

As an example of (5.19), consider the motion of a particle in the x, z-plane, where
the z-axis is taken positive downward,

dv
T-x+Vx=uxdt

(5.21 )

(5.22 )
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Since Vx = dx / dt and V z dz/ dt, these two equations can be written in terms of particle

position, x(t), z(t),

d 2x dx
T- + - = U

dt 2 dt x

d 2 z dz
T- + - = u, + Tg

dt 2 dt '

(5.23 )

(5.24 )

(5.25 )

(5.26)

If at time zero the initial velocity components of the particle in the two directions are
v, (0) = VxO and V z (0) = veo, and if the fluid velocity components are constant, we can
integrate (5.21) and (5.22) to obtain

( ) _ (_) -tiT
Vx t - U, + VxO u, e

If the particle starts, for example, at the origin, its position at any time is found by
integrating (5.25) and (5.26) once more or by solving (5.23) and (5.24) directly with
initial conditionsx(O) = z(O) = 0 and (dx/dt)o = vxo, (dz/dt)o = voo, to obtain

x (t) = u, t + T (vxo - u,) (I - e- t / T) (5.27 )

z(t) = (uz + Tg)t + (vzo - Uz - Tg) (I - e- I
/

T
) (5.28)

5.3.1 Terminal Settling Velocity

If the particle is at rest at t = 0 and the air is still, the only velocity component is in the
z-direction

(5.29 )

(5.30 )

For t » T, the particle attains a constant velocity, called its terminal settling velocity

v"

D~ppgCc
VI = Tg = -181t

We see that T is the characteristic time for the particle to approach steady motion. Sim
ilarly, if a particle enters a moving airstream, it approaches the velocity of the stream
with a characteristic time T. Values of T for unit density spheres at 298 K in air are:

T (5)

0.05
0.1
0.5
1.0
5.0

10.0
50.0

4 X 10 8

9 X 10- 8

1 X 10- 6

3.6 x 10- 6

8 x 10- 5

3.1 X 10- 4

7.7 X 10'
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Thus the characteristic time for most particles of interest to achieve steady motion in air
is extremely short.

Settling velocities of unit density spheres in air at 1 atm and 298 K as computed
from (5.30) are:

0.1
0.5
1.0
5.0

10.0

8.8 X 10-5

1.0 X 10 3

3.5 X 10- 3

7.8 X 10- 2

0.31

For particles larger than about 20 J.lm diameter settling at their terminal velocity, the
Reynolds number is too high for Stokes' law analysis to be valid. Shortly we consider
how to calculate the settling velocity of such larger particles.

The velocity and position of a particle that has an initial velocity V xn in still air are
Vt (t) = vtn exp ( - t / T) and x (t) = TVxn [1 - exp ( - t / T)]. As t -t 00, the distance
a particle travels is x(t) = TVxn before it decelerates to a stop. This distance is called
the stop distance. For a l-J.lm-diameter particle, with an initial speed of 10 m s-I, for
example, the stop distance is 3.6 x 10-3 em.

Note that the terminal velocity VI is that velocity for which the gravity force is just
balanced by the drag force,

(5.31)

which is, of course, consistent with the steady-state form of (5.22). Because of the
characteristically small value of T relative to the time scales over which other effects are
changing, the velocity of a particle in a fluid very quickly adjusts to a steady state at
which the drag force is balanced by the sum of the other forces acting on the particle.

Example 5.1 Motion of a Particle in an Idealized Flow

Let us consider an idealized flow, shown in Figure 5.3, in which an airflow makes an abrupt
90° tum in a comer with no change in velocity (Crawford, 1976). We wish to determine

U y = U

Ux = U

y

+/
/

/
/

(--- Yo (= xo)
-------7:~

I

-xo 0

I<'igure 5.3 Motion of a particle in a flow

making a 900 tum with no change in
velocity.
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the trajectory of a particle on the streamline that makes its tum at the point (XII, VII) = ( -XII.

xn)' The trajectory of the particle is governed by

subject to

d'x dr
T-o+-=O

dt" dt

d'y dy
T-+--=U

dl I dt

x(O) = -XII y(O) = XII

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34 )

U (5.35)

Solving (5.32) and (5.33) subject to (5.34) and (5.35) givcs the particle coordinates as a
function of time,

X(I) = -Xo + UT( 1 - e- f
/

T
)

y(l) = Xo - UT( I - e- ilT
) + UI

(5.36 )

(5.37)

To obtain an expression for the particle trajectory in the form y = lex), we solve
(5.36) for I in tenns of X and then substitute that result in (5.37). The result is

y = -x - UTln [I - UT(X +xo)) (5.38)

We sec that as I ...... 00, X(I) = -xo + UT and y(l) = Xo - UT + UI. Thus the pal1icle
eventually ends up at a distance -Xo + UT from the y-axis.

The flow depicted in Figure 5.3 is the most idealized one that represents the stag
nation flow of a fluid toward a flat plate. If we imagine that the X = 0 line is a flat plate
and that the y = 0 line is a line of symmetry, a very idealized version of the flow field that
results as the fluid approaches the plate at velocity U is that the fluid makes an abrupt 90°
tum at points along the y = -x line as shown by the streamlines drawn in Figure 5.3. If
the purpose of the flat plate is to provide a surface for collecting particles in the flow, then
one is interested in knowing if particles on a particular streamline will ultimately intercept
the y-axis. The strcamlines arc defined by their distance from the y = 0 line of symmetry,
that is, by the value of Xo at which the streamline makes its 90° tum. In order for a particle
to intercept the y-axis as I ...... 00, it is necessary that

(5.39)

Thus, for a given particle diameter Dr" fluid velocity U, and particle density PI" from (5.39)
one can determine the value of Xo for which these particles just intercept the y-axis. For
example, for DI' = 20 f.tm, U = 20 m S-l, and PI' = 2 g cm-','we find that Xo = 4.83 cm.
Therefore, all 20-j.on-diameter particles on streamlines from the line of symmetry (y = 0)
out to that at y = Xo = 4.83 cm will intercept the surface; all those on streamlines beyond
that at y = 4.83 cm will escape. For 2-f.tm-diameter particles under thc same conditions,
thc so-called critical streamline for collection is at Xo = 0.483 mm.

Example 5.2 Simplified Theory of the Cascade Impactor

A common instrument used to measure particle size is the cascade impactor (sec, e.g.,
Newton et al., 1977). The cascade impactor typically has several stages: the larger particles
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Trajector y
of large
particles

Gas streamlines

Impaction surface

Figure 5.4 Flow and particle trajectories
on the stage of a cascade impactor.

are collected on the upper stages, with progressively smaller particles being collected on
lower and lower stages. A typical impaction stage is shown in Figure 5.4. The gas flow
containing the particles is accelerated through a cylindrical opening of diameter Dj above
the cylindrical collection plate. The gas flow streamlines must bend and !low around the
impactor plate. The larger particles will not be able to follow the streamlines and will collide
with the plate and be collected, whereas the smaller particles are carried around the plate
to the next stage. We wish to analyze the particle trajectories using a simplified model of
a cascade impactor stage. Although, as noted above, many impactors are cylindrical, let us
consider a rectangular version; the cylindrical analog will be addressed in Problem 5.6.

Figure 5.5 shows an idealization of the flow in an impactor stage as the two-dimen
sional, inviscid flow in a comer,

tie = bx HI' = -by

Thus the y-axis corresponds to the line of symmetry of the !low, and the x-axis corresponds
to the surface of the plate. For a particle of diameter Dp that starts out at (xo, Yo), we wish
to derive an equation for the particle trajectory and detennine the value of Xo for which all
particles that start at x < Xo strike the plate.

We seek to solve

x I<'igure 5.5 Steady, two-dimensional, in
viscid flow in a corner, H, = bx, tI, = -by.
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subject to

x(O) =xO

dx
dt r=O =bxo

y(O) =yo

where we assume that the particle velocity is identical to the gas velocity at point (xo, Yo)·
We need to look for a solution to the general, second-order ODE

d 2p dp
dt 2 + a dt ± abp = 0

The solutions for x (t) and y (t) are found to be

x(t) e-
ar

/
2

[ 1/2 [ 1/2 t l
- = 1/2 [2b + a + (a2 + 4ab) ] exp (a2 + 4ab) -2

xo 2(a2 + 4ab)

1/2 [2 1/2 til+ [ - 2b - a + (a2 + 4ab) ] exp - (a + 4ab) 2 JJ

y(t) e-
ar

/2 [ / [' /2 t J
- = 1/2 [-2b + a + (a2 - 4ab)1 2] exp (a2 - 4ab)1 -2

Yo 2(a2 + 4ab)

1/2 [2 1/2 t] i+ [2b - a + (a2 - 4ab) ] exp - (a - 4ab) 2: J

where a = I /1. These solutions can be rewritten as

x~:) = e-"r/2[(ci: ::)1/2 sinh [~(ci + 4a)I/2] + cosh [~(a2 + 4a)I/2lj

y(t) = e-at/2r a - 2 1/2 sinh [l:!. (a2 _ 4a)I/2J + cosh [l:!. (a2 - 4a)I/2li
Yo l (a2 + 4a) 2 2 J

where a = a/b.
There are two ways to approach the question of whether or not the particle hits the

plate. First, we can determine the time t at which y(t) :5 Dp /2, or y ==. 0, from which we
can then determine x (t). The alternative is to assume that if the particle hits the plate, y ->

oas t -> 00. So we can examine the behavior of the trajectories as t -> be. The latter is the
approach we will illustrate.

Let us consider x(t) as t -> 00. The group (a2 + 4ab)I/2 > O. Then as t -> 00,

. x(t) e-
ar

/
2

1/2 l' 1/2 tJlIm - = 1/2 [2b + a + (a2 + 4ab) ] exp (a" + 4ab) -
t ~ 00 xo 2 (a2 + 4ab) 2

Now, what happens to y(t) as t -> 007 If y -> 0 as t -> 00, the particle hits the plate. In
this case we need to examine (I - 4b / a) 1/2. If

4b
real -<

(1 _~Y/2
a

4b
imaginary ->

a
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Consider first the case of 4b / a < 1. We see that

y(t) == e-ht + ~ e-at

Yo a

Aerosols Chap. 5

and, that for very large t, the particle will be a small distance from the plate. Small b means
that the fluid is moving slowly and the approach of the particle to the plate is slow.

Now consider the case of 4b / a > 1. In this case

I ( 4b)1/21 1-' (4b )1 /2]exp ¥ I - ~ = exp l~t ~ - 1 _

and we find that

y(t) -- w/2l 1 - 2b/a . lat (4b )1 /2J- I-at (4b )1 /2]J-- = e SIll - - - 1 + cos - - - 1
Yo [ (4b /a) _ 1(2 2 a 2 a

The y trajectory in this case is thus a periodic function multiplied by a decaying exponential.
We see that y (t) = 0 occurs at finite time, so the particle hits the plate. Thus we have
found that if we let the plate (i.e., the x-axis) extend to infinity, the particles will sooner or
later hit the plate. Real impactor stages, of course, have finite size.

5.3.2 The Stokes Number

It will prove to be useful to be able to write the equation of motion of a particle in
dimensionless form. To do so we introduce a characteristic fluid velocity Uo and a char
acteristic length L both associated with the flow field of interest. Let us consider (S .23).
We define a dimensionless time t * = tuo / L, a dimensionless distance x* = x / L, and a
dimensionless fluid velocity u~ = ux/uo, Placing (S.23) in dimensionless form gives

TU d 2x* dx*
_0 __ + _ = u*
L dt*2 dt* x

We call the dimensionless group TUo / L the Stokes number,

(S.40 )

(S.41)

The Stokes number is the ratio of the stop distance to a characteristic length scale
of the flow. As particle mass decreases, the Stokes number decreases. A small Stokes
number (i.e., a small stop distance relative to the chosen macroscopic length scale of
the flow) implies that a particle adopts the fluid velocity very quickly. In a sense, the
Stokes number can be considered as a measure of the inertia of the particle. Since the
dimensionless equation of motion depends only on the Stokes number, equality of St
between two geometrically similar flows indicates similitude of the particle trajectories.
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(5.42 )

(5.43 )

5.3.3 Motion of a Charged Particle in an Electric Field

Situations In which a charged particle IS moving In an electric held are Important In
several gas-cleaning and aerosol measurement methods. The electrostatic force acting
on a particle having charge q in an electric field of strength E is Fel = qE. The equation
of motion for a particle of charge q moving at velocity v in a fluid with velocity u in
the presence of an electric field of strength E is

dv 37rltDp
mp - = -- (u - v) + qE

dt Cc

At steady state in the absence of a background fluid velocity, the particle velocity is
such that the electrical force is balanced by the drag force and

37rltDp
--v = qEC

c
e

where V e is termed the electrical migration velocity. Note that the characteristic time for
relaxation of the particle velocity to its steady-state value is still given by T =

mpCcl37r1tDp, regardless of the external force influencing the particle. Thus, as long as
T is small compared to the characteristic time of changes in the electrical force, the
particle velocity is given by the steady state of (5.42). The electrical mobility Be is
defined by V e = BeE, so

(5.44 )

5.3.4 Motion of a Particle Using the Drag Coefficient

Earlier we introduced the drag coefficient CD as an empirical means of representing the
drag force on a particle over the entire range of Reynolds number, (5.7). We did so in
the case of a body moving at velocity U oo in a quiescent fluid (or, equivalently, a fluid
moving past a stationary body at speed uoo ). The drag force on a particle moving with
velocity v in a fluid having velocity u can be represented in a general manner by the
drag coefficient CD as

Fctmg = -~ CDPAplv - ul(v - u) (5.45)

where Iv - u I is the magnitude of the velocity difference. The general equation of
motion then is

dv
m -=

p dt -~ CDPAp Iv - u I(v - u) + L; Fei
I

(5.46)

(5.47)

We can write this equation along the direction of motion of the particle in scalar form
as (assuming a single external force and no gas velocity)

dv I 2
mp - = Fe - 2 CDPApV

dt
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(5.48 )

If Fe is constant, the motion approaches a constant velocity VI at which the external
force is exactly balanced by the drag force,

2 2FeCOV I =
pAp

For a spherical particle

2 8Fe
CDV I = -D2

1rP I'

In the Stokes' law regime CD = 24!Re, and

(5.49 )

(5.50 )
FeCc

V =--
I 31rI-tDp

Note that (5.50) is just the generalization of (5.31), in the case of gravity force, and of
(5.43), in the case of electrical force.

For terminal settling due to gravity in the non-Stokes regime, (5.49) becomes

(5.51 )

(5.52 )

or

V = [4(pp - p) gDp l\/2
I l 3CD P .

However, since CD depends on VI through Rc, this equation cannot be solved easily for
VI' If we form

(5.53 )

and then substitute for VI' we obtain

(5.54 )

CD Re2 can be computed from this equation and from a plot of Co Re2 versus Re, the
value of Re corresponding to this CD Re2 can be found, yielding VI' Figure 5.6 shows
CD Re2 versus Re for a spherical particle. The group on the right-hand side of (5.54) is
sometimes called the Galileo number, Ga.

As an alternative to Figure 5.6, we can form the equation

Re Re3 3p 2V ;
=-=

CD Ga 4g(pp-p)1-t
(5.55)

Then the right-hand side of (5.55) is independent of Dr The following correlation due
to Koch (Licht, 1980, p. 140)
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(
Re)1/3

log -
CD

-1.387 + 2.153 log Gal/3 O.548(log Ga1/3 )2

+ O.05665(log Ga 1/3 )3 (5.56)

can be used. To calculate Vr for a particle of any diameter, first calculate the value of
Ga. Then calculate Re/C[) from (5.56) and finally obtain Vr from (5.55).

5.3.5 Aerodynamic Diameter

Up to this point we have been considering spherical particles with known diameter Dp

and known density Pp' In dealing with actual aerosols, the particles may not be spheres
and the density of the particles may not be known. Nonetheless, we want to be able to
describe the motion of such particles in flow fields and under imposed external forces.
To do so, we introduce the concept of an aerodynamic diameter, which is the diameter
of a hypothetical spherical particle with the same motion characteristics as the particle
in question.

The aerodynamic diameter is a measure of the reaction of a particle to inertial
forces. To determine the aerodynamic diameter of a particle, one need not know the
physical size, shape, or density of the particle. In fact, particles with different sizes,
shapes, and densities can have the same aerodynamic size. There are several aerody
namic diameters, the three most common being:

1. Stokes diameter. The diameter of a sphere having the same terminal settling ve
locity and density as the particle and corrected with the slip correction factor based
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(5.57 )

on this diameter. For a spherical particle, the Stokes diameter is equivalent to the
actual physical diameter (i.e., Dp = Dps)'

2. Classical aerodynamic diameter. The diameter of a unit density sphere (PI' = 1 g
ern -3) having the same terminal settling velocity as the particle, which has been
corrected with the slip correction factor based on this diameter. Given the Stokes
diameter Dps , the classical aerodynamic diameter is computed from

lPpCc (Dp,)J 1
/

2

Dpca = Dps C (D )
c pea

3. Aerodynamic impaction diameter. The diameter of a unit density sphere having
the same settling velocity as the particle. The diameter in this case is not corrected
for slip. Given the Stokes diameter, the aerodynamic impaction diameter is com
puted from

(5.58)

Table 5.1 summarizes the relationships among the three aerodynamic diameters.

5.4 BROWNIAN MOTION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES

Particles suspended in a fluid undergo irregular random motion due to bombardment by
surrounding fluid molecules. Brownian motion is the name given to such motion. To
describe the Brownian motion process we need not consider the details of the particle
fluid interaction, but only assume that the particle motion consists of statistically inde
pendent successive displacements.

The basis for analyzing Brownian motion is the equation of motion of a single
particle (5.16). Assuming that the only forces acting on a particle are the random ac
celeration a (t) caused by the bombardment by the bath molecules and Stokes drag, we
write the equation of motion as

dv
It! - =

I' dt
(5.59 )

Dividing through by mp , we write (5.59) as

dv
- = -av + a(t)
dt

(5.60 )

where a = 1/T, the inverse of the relaxation time of the particle. The random acceler
ation a (t) is a discontinuous term since it is intended to represent the force exerted by
the suspending fluid molecules, which imparts an irregular, jerky motion to the particle.
That the equation of motion can be decomposed into continuous and discontinuous pieces
is an ad hoc assumption that is intuitively appealing and, moreover, leads to successful
predictions of observed behavior. Equation (5.60) is referred to as a umgevin equation.



TABLE 5.1 CONVERSIONS AMONG THE THREE AERODYNAMIC DIAMETERS

Equation to convert to:

Given

Stokes diameter, Dp ,

Classical
aerodynamic
diameter, Dpea

Aerodynamic
impaction
diameter, Dpai

Stokes diameter, Dp"

1.0

Classical aerodynamic diameter,

[
PI' C,( D p ,) '1' /2

D -D
pea - ps C (D )

(' pco "

1.0

Aerodynamic impaction
diameter, a Dpui

1.0

CAl
o
c.c

aThe units of this diameter are /Lm g'/2 cm- 3/ 2.
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(5.61 )

Since the motion, and therefore the trajectory, of anyone particle is a random
process due to O! (t), in order to study the Brownian motion phenomenon, it is necessary
to consider the behavior of an entire population, or ensemble, of particles. Consider the
trajectory of one particle along the y-direction released at the origin at t = O. The dis
placement from y = 0 at time t for this particle can be called y(t). If a large number of
particles are released from the origin and we average all their y-displacements at time t,
we expect that average, the ensemble average, denoted by <y( t) ), to be zero since there
is no preferred direction inherent in O! (t). On the other hand, <y2 (t) ), the mean-square
displacement of all the particles, is nonzero and is, in fact, a measure of the intensity of
the Brownian motion. The mean-square displacement of the Brownian motion process
can be shown to be given by (Seinfeld, 1986, p. 320 et seq.)*

(x2) = (y2) = (Z2) = 2kTCc t
31fpDp

This result, first derived by Einstein in 1905, has been confirmed experimentally in
numerous ways.

The movement of particles due to Brownian motion can be described as a diffusion
process. The number concentration N of particles undergoing Brownian motion can be
assumed to be governed by the diffusion equation

aN 2
-=D'ilNat (5.62)

where D is the Brownian diffusivity. To obtain an expression for D, we want to relate
the properties of the diffusion equation to (5.61). To do so, let us calculate the mean
square displacement of No particles all of which start from the origin at t = O. Consid
ering No particles all starting at the origin at the same time is conceptually the same as
releasing No single particles one at a time and averaging the results of the No separate
trajectories, which is, of course, the same idea employed to obtain (5.61). Multiply the
one-dimensional version of (5.62) by x 2 and integrate the resulting equation over x from
- 00 to 00. The result for the left-hand side is

~
oo 2 aN a(x 2

)
x -dx = No---

-00 at at
and for the right-hand side is

Equating (5.63) and (5.64) gives

a(x
2

) = 2D
at

*Where there is no possibility of confusion, the Boltzmann constant is denoted by k.

(5.63)

(5.64)

(5.65 )
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Figure 5.7 Diffusion coefficient and slip correction factor as a function of particle size
(1. H. Seinfeld, Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics ofAir Pollution, © 1986; reprinted
by pemlission of John Wiley & Sons).

and integrating gives the mean-square displacement in the x-direction,

(x 2
) = 2Dt (5.66)

(5.67)

We now equate this result for <x 2
) with that from (5.61) to obtain an explicit

relation for D,

D = kTCc

37rp..Dp

which is known as the Stokes-Einstein relation. When Dp » "1\, Cc "" I, and D varies
as Dr;'. When Dp « "1\, Cc "" 1 + (1.657)(2A/Dp ), and D can be approximated by
2 (1.657) "1\kT/37rp..D~, so that in the free molecule regime D varies as D;2.

Diffusion coefficients for particles ranging from 0.001 to 1.0 p..m in diameter are
shown, together with the slip correction factor Cn in air at 293 K and I atm, in Figure
5.7. The change from the D;2 dependence to the D;l dependence is evident in the
change of slope of the line of D versus Dp •

5.4.1 Mobility and Drift Velocity

In the development of the particle equation of motion in Section 5.3, we did not include
the fluctuating acceleration of a (t). If we generalize (5.16) to include an external force
Fe and assume that the fluid velocity is zero, we get
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(5.68)

(Recall that the product amp is also just the friction coefficient f.) As before, assuming
that we are interested in times for which t » a-I, the approximate force balance is
obtained by setting the right-hand side of (5.68) to zero and ensemble averaging,

o = Fe - amp ( v ) (5.69 )

where the ensemble mean velocity <v) = Fe/amp, which is just the steady-state ve
locity, is referred to as the drift velocity Vd' The drift velocity is that which the particle
population experiences due to the presence of the external force. For example, in the
case where the external force is simply gravity, the drift velocity is just the terminal
settling velocity VI' and when the external force is electrical, the drift velocity is the
electrical migration velocity.

The particle mobility B is then defined by

(5.70)

The mobility is seen to be just the drift velocity that would be attained under unit
external force. Recall (5.43), which is the mobility in the special case of an electrical
force. Finally, the Brownian diffusivity can be written in terms of the mobility by

D = BkT

a result known as the Einstein relation.

5.4.2 Solution of Diffusion Problems for Aerosol Particles

(5.71 )

The concentration distribution of aerosol particles in a stagnant fluid in which the par
ticles are subject to Brownian motion and in which there is a drift velocity Vd in the
positive x-direction is governed by the convection/diffusion equation

aN aN 2
- + Vd- = D V' Nat ax (5.72)

Example 5.3 Simultaneous Diffusion and Settling of Particles above a Surface

As an example, let us consider the simultaneous diffusion and settling of particles above a
surface at z = O. At t = 0 a uniform concentration No of particles is assumed to exist for z
> 0, and at all times the concentration of particles right at the surface is zero due to their
"removal" at the surface. The appropriate boundary value problem describing this situation
IS

N(z, 0) = No

N(O, t) = 0

N(z, t) = No

where the z-coordinate is taken as vertically upward.

z ---> 00

(5.73 )
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The solution of (5.73) is

No l (Zt Vtf ) (VtZ) ( Z- Vtf )-1N(z, t) = - 1 + erf 1/2 - exp -- erfc 1/2
2 . 2 (Dt ) D 2 (Dt ) _

(5.74 )

We can calculate the deposition rate of particles on the z = 0 surface from the expression
for the flux of particles at z = 0,

J = D(aN). + v,N(O, t)az z~a
(5.75)

which gives

(5.76)

(5.77)
t « Tds

Note that the flux (5.75) normally ineludes the term v,N(O, t) on the right-hand side,
although in this case N(O, t) = O.

We can identify a characteristic time Tds = 4D/v; associated with this system. A
large value of Tds is associated with either large D or small V" that is, small particles; and
a small value of Tds is associated with large particles. Thus, if there is a population of
particles of different sizes, each particle size obeys (5.74) and (5.76) individually. Thc
limiting behavior of the flux to the surface for small and large values of t is

J(t) = Na[ (~Y/2 + ~]
t » Tds

We see that at very short times the deposition flux is that due to diffusion plus one-half that
due to settling, whereas for long times the deposition flux becomes solely the settling flux.

5.4.3 Phoretic Effects

Phoretic effects produce a directional preference in the Brownian diffusion of aerosol
particles due to a difference in momentum imparted to a particle by molecules coming
from different directions.

Thermophoresis is the migration of a particle away from the higher-temperature
region and toward the lower-temperature region of the gas in which it is suspended
(Talbot et al., 1980). The motion is caused by the greater force imparted by the higher
energy molecules on the "hot" side of the particle than by those on the "cold" side.
This phenomenon is responsible for the soiling of walls in the vicinity of hot pipes. In
the absence of other forces, the thermophoretic force FT will be balanced only by the
drag force, leading to a steady thermophoretic velocity lJT' The thermophoretic velocity
may be correlated in terms of the thermal dimensionless group

(5.78)Th = _ lJTpT

J-t dT/dx

in which dT/dx is the temperature gradient (always < 0) in the direction of motion.
For particles obeying Stokes' law, the thermophoretic force is given by
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(5.79 )

The dimensionless group Th is essentially constant for those particles for which
Kn » I, indicating that V T is independent of particle size, directly proportional to the
temperature gradient, and only weakly dependent on temperature. The value of Th is
predicted theoretically to lie between 0.42 and 1.5, with experimental measurements in
the range 0.5.

For larger particles, Kn « 1, the elementary picture of gas molecules impinging
on the particle from different sides with different mean velocities is oversimplified. Ac
tually, there is a creeping flow of gas from the colder to the warmer regions along the
surface of the particle which experiences a force in the cold direction. In that case, Th
becomes a function of Kn as well as of the ratio of the thermal conductivities of gas and
particle. Th decreases as Kn increases and may fall as low as 0.02 at Kn = 0.01 for
kg / kp « 1. A correlation of Th is presented by Gieseke (1972).

We can estimate the importance of thermophoresis by calculating the thermo
phoretic velocity VT' Consider a O.I-I-lm-diameter particle in air at 573 K. Using Th =

0.5, (5.78) gives VT = 4.17 X 1O-4 (dT/dx), where dT/dx is measured in °C cm- I

and vTis in cm S-I. At dT/dx = 103oC cm- I
, VT = 0.417 cm s-'; whereas at dT/dx

= 10°C cm- 1
, VT = 0.00417 cm S-I. Unless the temperature gradient is very steep,

thermophoresis can generally be neglected compared with the effects of other forces on
aerosol particles.

Aerosol particles have been found to experience an external force when subjected
to an intense light beam. This phenomenon, called photophoresis, results from the non
uniform heating of the particles. The force on the particle arises when uneven heating
of the particle due to absorption of the incident light leads to uneven heating of the gas
molecules in the vicinity of the particle. The net force on a spherical particle can be
directed either toward (negative photophoresis) or away from (positive photophoresis)
the light source. If the particle has optical characteristics such that incident light energy
is absorbed and dissipated at its front side, the more energetic gas molecules are on thc
incident side of the particle and positive photophoresis results. Conversely, if the ab
sorption characteristics of the particle are such that its back side absorbs more of the
incident light, negative photophoresis results. Calculating the photophoretic force on a
particle involves computing the internal distribution of absorbed energy in the particle
and then calculating the interaction between the unevenly heated particle and the sur
rounding gas. The force ultimately arises because of the temperature gradient that de
velops in the gas around the particle, and therefore it can be analyzed in a manner similar
to that of thermophoresis. For an analysis of photophoresis in the continuum regime, we
refer to the reader to Reed (1977).

Diffusiophoresis occurs in the presence of a gradient of vapor molecules that are
either lighter or heavier than the surrounding gas molecules (Derjaguin and Yalamov,
1972). For example, consider an evaporating surface above which a gradient of water

vapor concentration exists. Water molecules are less massive than air molecules, so a
decrease in water vapor concentration with distance above the evaporating surface will
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(5.80 )

lead to a net downward force on aerosol particles that is the result of the downward flux
of air molecules needed to balance the upward flux of water molecules.

A diffusiophoretic migration velocity can be defined that depends on the gradient
in partial pressure of the diffusing gas A and the partial pressures and molecular weights
of the diffusing gas and the background gas B. The migration velocity is

(
Ml/2 ) pDA AS V

PA M y2 + ps M1/2 p;; PA

which can be expressed as

(5.81 )

(5.82 )

where YA is the mole fraction of species A and C\ is the molecular weight and compo
sition function that describes the effect of the molecular mass gradient due to the net
motion of the gas. For water vapor in air at mole fractions between 0.1 and 0.5, C1

varies from 0.8 to 0.88.
We will not consider phoretic effects further in this book.

5.5 DIFFUSION TO SINGLE PARTICLES

5.5.1 Continuum Regime

When the mean free path of vapor molecules leaving or approaching the surface of a
particle is small compared with the radius of the particle, that is, when the Knudsen
number defined by Kn = AAS/Rp is small, when the mixture of A and B is very dilute,
and if the particle can be considered to exist in a stagnant medium, the transient con
centration distribution of species A in the background gas species B around the particle
obeys the diffusion equation (B.7),

aCA _ DAB a ( 2 acA)---- r-at r2 ar ar
The characteristic time for the gas-phase concentration of species A to attain its

steady-state distribution around the particle is evident from (5.82) as Till = R;, / DAB
[recall (B.35)]. For t » Till' steady state is attained and the steady-state concentration
profile satisfies

(5.83 )

If the concentration of A just above the particle surface is CAs and that far away from the
particle is cAoo , the solution of (5.83) is

(5.84 )
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The total flow of A toward the particle (moles A s-I) is then given by the so-called
Maxwell equation,

(5.85)

(5.87)

where the subscript C on f denotes the continuum regime. If CAs < CAex" the flow is
toward the particle (note that we have taken fA as positive in this case), and vice versa.

5.5.2 Free Molecule Regime

As the Knudsen number approaches order unity, indicating that the mean free path of
species A approaches the particle radius, Fick's law becomes invalid. For Kn » 1, the
mean free path of species A is much greater than the particle radius, and the particle
appears to the vapor to be just a large molecule. The particle does not disturb the back
ground vapor concentration, and in this limit the flux of vapor molecules to the particle
can be predicted from kinetic theory of gases.

The number of gas molecules hitting a unit area in unit time is the so-called effu
sionflux and is given by (Moore, 1962, pp. 217-219)

(5.86 )

where N is the number concentration of molecules in the gas and c is the mean molecular
speed of the species. We have been expressing the vapor concentration in molar units,
so CAoo would replace N in (5.86) and the units of the effusion flux are then moles A
cm-2

S-I. The mean molecular speed of species A, CA, is (Moore, 1962, p. 238)*

_ _ (8kT)1/2
CA -

7frnA

and where rnA is the molecular mass of species A.
The rate of impingement of molecules of A on the particle, in units of mol AS-I,

in the kinetic (or free molecule) regime is just the effusion flux multiplied by the surface
area of the particle,

(5.88 )

where we have used (cAoo - CAs) for consistency with (5.85).

5.5.3 Transition Regime

In the intermediate or transition regime of Knudsen numbers, neither continuum diffu
sion theory nor elementary kinetic theory of gases applies. In the continuum limit, the
concentration profile of species A around the particle obeys (5.84); whereas in the kinetic
limit, the concentration of A in the background gas is unaffected by the presence of the
particle, and the flow of molecules to the particle is just the rate at which they impinge
on the surface of the particle in their normal motion. The concentration profile in the

*The mean molecular speed cA is nol to be confused with the concentration CA-
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Continuum
regime

Flux matching

'Figure 5.8 Steady-state concentration profiles of a diffusing species A around a spher
ical particle in different regimes of particle radius Rp and diffusing mean free path AAB'

Lower sketch shows idea of flux-matching at a surface at r = Rp + A,

transition regime is expected to lie somewhere intermediate between these two extremes.
The situation is depicted in Figure 5.8.

We expect in the transition regime that in the neighborhood of the particle, say
out to some distance II from the surface, where II is the order of "AB, the molecules of
A do not experience many collisions with molecules of B and, therefore, that the flux of
molecules of A to the surface can be approximated by the effusion flux. Far from the
particle surface, on the other hand, the concentration profile of A should be quite close
to the continuum values. This physical picture was utilized by Fuchs in suggesting that
to determine the flux of molecules to a particle in the transition regime one solve the
continuum diffusion equation (5.83) up to a distance II of the particle surface and match
the flux at r = Rp + II to the kinetic theory flux resulting from Rp + II to Rp due to the
concentration value at Rp + ll. The concentration profile of A then satisfies (5.83) for r

~ Rp + II subject to CA = CAoo as r --> 00 and the flux-matching condition,

47rR~(~CA) (cA(Rp + ll) - CAs] = 47r(Rp + 1l)2DAB(d;;}~RPH (5.89)
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The left-hand side of (5.89) is the total flow of moles of A at the surface of the particle
as predicted by an effusion flux of A molecules at a net background concentration of
[cA(Rp + Ll) - cAsl. The right-hand side of (5.89) is the continuum flow of A at r =

Rp + Ll from the region r > Rp + A.
Solving (5.83) subject to C4 = CAoo as r -> 00 and (5.89) gives

CAco - cA(r) R p
--'"-'-'----'-'--'--'- = - i3F

CAoo - CAs r

where (subscript F for Fuchs)

I + I1IRp
{3F =

I + (4DAB lcAR p)(1 + I1IRp)

From (5.89)-(5.91) the total flow of A at the particle surface is found to be

fA = f Ac (3F

(5.90)

(5.91 )

(5.92)

(5.94 )

(5.95 )

Up to this point we have not specified the value of 11. On a physical basis the
obvious choice for Ll is AAB' With A = AAB, and letting Kn = AABI R f" (5.91) becomes

I + Kn
(3F = (5.93)

I + (4DABlcA AAB) Kn(l + Kn)

We note, using (5.92) and (5.93), that

lim fA = f Ac
Kn~O

lim fA = f Ak
Kn- 00

as must of course be the case.
To use the Fuchs interpolation formula, (5.92) and (5.93), it is necessary to specify

the group DAB IcA "AB' An expression for this group is given in (5.11).
An alternative interpolation factor to i3F is that due to Fuchs and Sutugin (1971),

1 + Kn
(3FS = 1 + 1.71 Kn + 1.33 Kn2

In order for fA = f Ac (3Fs to obey the kinetic limit as Kn -> 00 it is necessary that AAB be
defined in accordance with

DAB I

cA AAB 3

This expression corresponds to the Chapman-Enskog exact solution for the case of M 4

« MB ·

Example 5.4 Evaporation of a Droplet

The steady-state continuum molar flow of species A from a particle that is evaporating is
given by (5.85) with CAs> CAoo' The mass flow is just JAcMA, where M 4 is the molecular
weight of A. Expressed in terms of partial pressures, the mass flow from an evaporating
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drop of pure A is

where PAs and P Aoo are the partial pressures just over the particle surface and in the back
ground gas, respectively. The mass flow can be related to the change in size of the particle
by

(5.96 )

(5.97)

The vapor pressure over the particle surface is the product of the vapor pressure of the
species over a flat surface, p~, and a factor greater than one that expresses the increase in
vapor pressure over a curved as opposed to a flat surface, the so-called Kelvin effect (see
Section 5.10). That factor is

where (J is the surface tension of the material. Thus the vapor pressure of species A over a
droplet of pure A of diameter Dp is

(
4(JMA )

PAs = P~ exp RTD
Pp p

To include particles small enough to lie in the transition or kinetic regimes we employ JA

= JAc (3FS·

Thus the evaporation or growth equation is

(5.98 )

r

It is useful to introduce the following dimensionless variables:

A Dp
D =-

p DpO

4(JMA
Pp RTDpo

2")\AB
Kno =--

DpO
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in which case (5.98) becomes
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(5.99)

(5.101)

In the special case of evaporation of the particle into a background free of the species
A, PAoo = 0, and (5.99) can be integrated to give

pAt= r~ D;exp( rjD;,) {3Fs(Kl1ojD;)dD; (5.100)JDp

The right-hand side of (5.100) can be numerically integrated for values of the final diameter
Dp , 0 ~ Dp < 1, for choices of rand KI1o. The values of the integral correspond to

A A 4MAP~ DAB
PAt = z t

ppRTDpo

If measurements of Dpo and Dp(t) are made, and if MA, DAB, PI" and T are known, the
val~e of the vapor pressure P~ may be inferred from such data from the slope of a plot of
PAt versus time.

Let us apply these results to a particle of dibutylphthalate, C6H4[C(O)OC4H91z,
evaporating into vapor-free air at 298 K. The characteristic time to achieve a steady-state
concentration profile in the vapor phase, R~)jDAB' is of order 10-9 s for the initial sizes
we will consider. It will be seen that particle diameter changes due to evaporation occur on
a time scale of order 1 s, thus validating the use of a steady-state vapor concentration profile
in the evaporation equation.

The right-hand side of (5.100) can be evaluated for various final diameters Dp in the
interval 0 < Dp ~ 1, and the actual diameter changes for three initial sizes are shown in
Figure 5.9. Parameter values for dibutylphthalate are DAB = 0.0367 cmz s -I, p'4 = 0.0345
dyn cm- z, (J = 33.14 dyn cm- I

, MA = 278.35, PI' = 1.042 g cm- 3
, "'AB = 0.0504I-'m.

For Dpo = O.ll-'m, r = 0.14287, and KI10 = 1.008. We see that a O.l-I-'m dibutylphthalate
particle evaporates to one-half its original diameter in about 1.4 s and evaporates essentially
completely in approximately 2.05 s. A particle of initial diameter 0.2 I-'m requires slightly
more than 6 s to evaporate. An interesting feature of the process is the apparently instan
taneous disappearance (evaporation) of the particle, for example, for the initially O.l-I-'m
diameter particle upon reaching a diameter of 0.005 I-'m (50 A), 0.125 % of its original

020~-------------,

0.15

00.

2 4

t (5)

6 8 Figure 5.9 Diameter of evaporating dibu
tylphthalate particles as a function of time.
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volume. As the particle diameter gets smaller and smaller, the vapor pressure over the
curved particle surface increases exponentially until a point where the vapor pressurc is so

large as to cause essentially instantaneous evaporat;on. Phys;cally, ;ncreas;ng surface ten
sion increases the difference between the vapor pressure over a flat surface and that over a
curved surface, increasing the driving force for evaporation. Thus, all else being equal, wc
expect that with two particles each of a different species, the one with the larger surface
tension will evaporate more readily. Since the particle density appears in the denominator
of the exponential, increased density results in longer evaporation times.

5.6 THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

An aerosol can be envisioned as a population of particles each consisting of an integral
number of molecules or monomers. The smallest aerosol particle could be defined in
principle as that containing two molecules or two monomers. The population can then
be characterized by the concentrations of each cluster, that is, N k = concentration (per
cm3 of air) of particles containing k molecules. Although rigorously correct, this "dis
crete" way of characterizing the distribution quickly becomes unwieldy because of the
very large number of molecules that go to make up even the smallest of aerosol particles.
For example, a sulfuric acid/water particle at equilibrium at 30% relative humidity of
0.01 /-Lm diameter consists of approximately 104 molecules.

Beyond a relatively small number of molecules, say about 100, an aerosol popu
lation can be treated as if its size variation is essentially continuous. In doing so, we
replace the discrete size index k by the particle diameter Dp and the discrete number
concentration Nk by the size distribution function n (Dp ), defined as follows:

n(Dp ) dDp = number of particles per unit volume of air having

diameters in the range Dp to Dp + dDp

The total number of particles per unit volume of air of all sizes is then just

(5.102)

Since n (Dp ) is just the probability density function for particle size, a more precise tenn
for n(Dp ) is a size distribution density function, although the word "density" is usually
omitted in referring to n(Dp )' The units of n(Dp ) are /-Lm- I cm- 3

, and those of N are
cm- 3

. If the aerosol population is changing with time, we may write n(D!" t) and N(t).
We can define a nonnalized size distribution function fi (Dp ) by 11 (Dp ) = n (Dp ) / N,

such that fi (Dp ) dDp = the fraction of the total number of particles per cm3 of air having
diameters in the range Dp to Dp + dDp • The units of fi (Dp ) are /-Lm -I.

It is often of interest to know the distributions of both particle surface area and
volume with respect to particle size. Considering all particles as spheres, we define the
surface area distribution function as

(5.103)
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and the volume distribution function as
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(5.104)

The total particle surface area and volume per cm3 of air are

S = 1r [ DJ,n(Dp) dDp = [ n,(Dp) dDp

V = ~ [ D~n(Dp) dDp = [ n,,(Dp) dDp

(5.105 )

(5.106)

Nonnalized surface area and volume distributions can then be defined by ff,(Dp) =

ns(Dp)/S(/lm- l
) and ff,,(Dp) = n,,(Dp)/V(/lm- I

).

If the particles all have density PI' (g cm-3), the distribution of particle mass with
respect to particle size is

where the factor of 106 is needed to convert PI' from g cm -3 to /lg /lm- 3
, to maintain

the units of nm(Dp ) as /lg /lm- I cm- 3
.

Because particle diameters in an aerosol population typically vary over several
orders of magnitude, it is often convenient to express the size distribution in tenns of
the logarithm of the diameter, either In Dp or log Dp .

5.6.1 Distributions Based on log Dp

Let us define n (log Dp ) d log Dp = number of particles per cm3 of air in the size range
log Dp to log Dp + d log Dr Note that n(log Dp ) is not the same function as n(Dp )'

Rather than introduce new notation for n (log Dp ), to differentiate it from n (Dp ), we
will always indicate the independent variable, either Dp or log Dp . Fonnally, we cannot
take the logarithm of a dimensional quantity. Thus, when we write log Dp we must think
of it as log (Dp/l), where the "reference" particle diameter is 1 /lm and is thus not
explicitly indicated. The units of n (log Dp ) are cm- 3 since log Dp is dimensionless. The
total number concentration of particles is

(5.L08 )

and the nonnalized size distribution function with respect to log Dp is ff (log Dp ) =

n(log Dp)/N, which is dimensionless. Note that the limits of integration in (5.108) are
now - 00 to 00.

Just as we defined surface area and volume distributions with respect to Dp , we
can do so with respect to log Din
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(5.109)

(5.110)

S = [00 7fD~n(log Dp)d log Dp = roo nJlog Dp) d log Dp (5.111)

V= roo~D~n(IOgDp)dIOgDp=[00 nl'(logDp)dlogDp (5.112)

Since n (Dp) dDp = the differential number of particles in the size range Dp to Dp

+ dDp , this quantity is sometimes expressed as dN, with similar notation for the other
distributions. Thus, using this notation we have

dN = n(Dp) dDp = n(log Dp) d log Dp
dS = nJDp) dDp = n,(log Dp) d log Dp
dV = n,,(Dp) dDp = nl'(log Dp) d log Dp

(5.113)

(5.114)

(5.115 )

Based on this notation, the various size distribution functions are often written as

dN
n(D) =--

p dD
p

dN
n(log Dp ) = --

d log Dp

dS
n,(Dp ) = dD

p

dS
n,(log Dp ) = i I D

(, og p

dV
n,,(Dp) =~

dDp

dV
n,,(log Dp ) = --

d log Dp

To conform with the common notation, we will often express the distributions in this
manner.

5.6.2 Relating Size Distributions Based on Different
Independent Variables

It is important for us to be able to relate a size distribution based on one independent
variable, say Dp , to one based on another independent variable, say log Dp . The basis
for such relationship is exemplified by (5.113). In a particular incremental particle size
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(5.117)

range Dp to Dp + dDp the number of particles dN is a certain quantity, and that quantity
is the same regardless of how the size distribution function is expressed. Thus, in the
particular case of n(Dp) and n(log Dp ) we have that

n (Dp ) dDp = n (log D(I) d log Dp ( 5. 116 )

Say that we have n (Dp ) and wish to calculate n (log Dp ) from it. Thus

dDp
n(log Dp) = n(Dp) --'-

d log Dp

Now, since d log D(I = din Dp/2.303 = dDp/2.303D1" (5.117) becomes

n(log Dp) = 2.303Dpn(Dp) (5.118)

which is the desired relationship between n (Dp ) and n (log Dp )'

This procedure can be generalized to relate any two size distribution functions
n(u) and n(v), where u and v are both related to diameter Dp. The generalization of
(5.116) is [recall (C.16)]

n(u) du = n(v) dv (5.119)

(5.120)

and if we seek to calculate n (u) in terms of n ( v), we write

dv/dDp
n(u) = n(v) /

du dDp

Example 5.5 Relating Size Distributions Depending on Different Independent Variables

We are given an aerosol size distribution function /l", (m) such that n", (Ill) dill = aerosol
mass per em' of air contained in particles having masses in the range 111 to III + dill. We
desire to convert that distribution function to a mass distribution based on log Dp , /l", (log
Dp )' Let us detennine the relation between /l", (log Dp ) and n"J m ).

From (C.16) we have

n", (m) dm = n", (log Dr,) d log Dp (5. 121 )

Now m = (orr /6)ppDi;, so dill = (1r'/6 )pp3 D~dDp. Also, d log DI' = dDI'/2.303DI" Thus

(
~) 2 _ n",(log DI') dDp

/l",(m) Pl'3DI'dDI' - ------
6 2.303Dp

or

n",(log Dp) = (~) pp3D~(2.303Dp)n",(m)
= 6.9mn",(m) (5.122)

which is the desired relationship.
Say that we are given the number distribution based on particle mass, Il (m), and

desire to obtain the mass distribution, n", (log DI')' Since

n",(m) = mn(m) (5.123 )
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the desired result is just

5.7 THE LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

(5.124 )

(5.125)

The next question that arises in our study of aerosol size distributions is, what functions
are commonly used to represent aerosol size distributions? To represent particle size
distributions n(Dp) we need a function that is defined only for Dp ::::: 0 and which is
zero for Dp = 0 (clearly, no particles can exist of size zero) and approaches zero as Dp

---> 00 (no particles can exist with infinite size). Although many distributions with such
properties exist, a popular one for representing aerosol size distributions, and one with
a host of desirable properties, is the log-normal distribution.

If a quantity u is normally distributed, the probability density function for u obeys
the Gaussian distribution (Table 1.13),

N l (u - 1i)2 jn(u) = ~ exp - 2 2
Y27rau au

where n (u) is defined for - 00 < u < 00, Ii is the mean of the distribution, a~ is its
variance, and

(5.126 )

(5.127)

(5.128 )

A quantity that is log-normally distributed has its logarithm governed by a normal
distribution. If the quantity of interest is particle diameter Dp , then saying that an aerosol
population is log-normally distributed means that u = In Dp satisfies (5.125). For now
we will use the natural logarithm In Dp , but we can also express our result in terms of
log Dp .

Letting u = In Dp , we express (5.125) as
- 2

_ N l (In Dp - In Dpg ) j
n(ln Dp ) - ~ exp - 2

y27r In ag 2 In ag

where we have let Ii = In Dpg and au = In ago For the moment we consider Dpg and ag
to be merely the two parameters of the distribution. Shortly we will discuss the physical
significance of these parameters. It is more convenient to have the size distribution func
tion expressed in terms of Dp rather than In Dr The form of (5.118) appropriate to this
transformation is n(1n Dp) = Dpn(Dp), so that (5.127) becomes

- 2
N l (InDp -lnDpg ) j

n (D ) = exp - ---'-------=----'--
p & Dp In a

g
2 In2 ag

This is the conventional form of the log-normal distribution used in describing aerosol
size distributions.
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We now wish to examine the physical significance of the two parameters Dpg and
ago To do so, let us examine for the moment some properties of the normal distribution
(5.125). The cumulative distribution function F( u) is the probability that u will lie in
the range -00 to u (C.2),

F(u) = [oo n(u') du'

so that for a normally distributed quantity,

N ru l (U'-U)2
J

F( u) =~ J exp - 2 du'
v2~au -00 2a u

To evaluate this integral we let 1/ = (u' - u) / J2au , and we obtain

The error function erf z is defined as

2 ~z ,erf z = - e-~- d1/
';;0

(5.129)

(5.130)

(5.131 )

(5.132)

where erf 00 = 1. If we divide the integral in (5.131) into one from - 00 to 0 and the
second from 0 to (u - u) / J2au , the first integral is seen to be equal to .;; /2 and the
second to ( .;; /2) erf [( u - u) / J2a,,]. Thus, for the normal distribution

N N (u - u)F(u) = - + -erf --
2 2 J2au

(5.133)

(5.134 )

Now, in the case of the log-normal distribution u = In Dr" so (5.133) can be
expressed as

N N lin (Dp/Dp~)l
F(Dp) = 2 + 2 erf r;: c j. v2 In ag _

F(Dp)/N is the fraction of the total number of particles with diameters up to Dp' For
- - I -

Dp = Dpg , since erf(O) = 0, F(Dpg)/N = 2' Thus we see that Dpg is the median
diameter, that is, that diameter for which exactly one-half the particles are smaller and
one-half are large.t::. To understand the role of ag , let us consider that diameter Dp" for
which ag = Dp,,/Dpg . At that diameter

(5.135)

Thus ag is the ratio of the diameter below which 84.1 % of the particles lie to the median
diameter. Dpa is one standard deviation from the median, so ag is termed the geometric

standard deviation.
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(5.136 )

(5.137)

(5.138)

In addition, 67% 0t:.!11 particles!le in the range Dpg/ag to Dpgag, and 95% of all
particles lie in the range Dpg /2ag to 2Dpg ag. A monodisperse aerosol has the property

that a~ = 1.
'The log-nonnal distribution has the useful property that when the cumulative dis

tribution function is plotted against the logarithm of particle diameter on special graph
paper with one axis scaled according to the error function of (5.134), so-called log
probability paper, a straight line results. The point at which F(DpL= 0.5 occurs when
~ Dp = In Dpg . The point at F(Dp) = 0.84 occurs for In Dp = In Dpg + In ag or Dp =
Dpgag. The geometric mean or median is the value of Dp where the straight-line plot of
F crosses the 50th percentile. The slope of the line is related to the geometric standard
deviation aI" which can be calculated from the plot by dividing the 84th percentile di
ameter (which is one standard deviation from the mean) by the 50th percentile diameter.
This property can be expressed as

a = Dpg = D~+a = (Dp,+a)1/2
g Dp,-a Dpg Dp,-a

where -a and +a are minus and plus one standard deviation from the geometric mean.
We have developed the log-nonnal distribution for the number concentration. In

addition to the number distribution, the surface area and volume distributions are of
interest. Thus we wish to examine the surface area and volume distributions of an aerosol
whose number distribution is log-nonnal and given by (5.128). Since n,(Dp) =

7rD;,n(Dp) and n,,(Dp) = (7r/6)D~n(Dp), let us detennine the fonns of n,(Dp) and
n,,(Dp) when n(Dp) is log-nonnal. From (5.128) we see that these two distributions fall
within the general fonn of ny(Dp ) = QyD;n(Dp), where "I = 2 and 3 for the surface
area and volume distributions, respectively, and Qy is the appropriate coefficient, either
7ror 7r/6.

Thus we have
- 2

QyND; l (In Dp - In Dpg ) ','\exp -
fu Dp In ag 2 In2 ag

By letting D; = exp ("I In Dp ), expanding the exponential and completing the square in
the exponent, (5.137) becomes

QyN ("I In Dpg l)
~ exp +-

-v27r Dp In ag In ag 2

[
[In D p - (In Dpg + "I In2

ag)tj
X exp - 2

2 In ag

Thus we see that if n (Dp) is log-nonnal, ny (Dp) = Qy D; n (Dp) is also log-nonnal with
the same geometric standard deviation of ag as the parent distribution and with the log
arithm of the median diameter given by

In Dpgy = In Dpg + 'Y In2
a~ (5.139)
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The dynamic behavior of an aerosol is described by a population balance equation that
can be termed the general dynamic equation (GDE). In the most general form of this
equation the independent variables are particle size and composition, although in most
applications size is the only variable characterizing the aerosol.

In the most fundamental approach to deriving the GDE, particles are represented
as consisting of integer multiples of a single structural unit, typically a molecule. In
these discrete equations particles differ only in the number of monomers they contain.

5.8.1 Discrete General Dynamic Equation

We consider the following phenomena to be occurring: (1) agglomeration of two parti
cles, (2) evaporation or escape of a monomer from a particle, and (3) homogeneous
particle generation or removal processes apart from those that occur as a result of evap
oration and agglomeration. We restrict our attention to size distribution dynamics and
do not consider particle composition as an independent variable. Thus the aerosol may
be considered as chemically homogeneous for the purposes of deriving the governing
dynamic equation.

For a spatially homogeneous aerosol the quantity of interest is the concentration
of particles containing i monomers, where i ;::: 1. Assuming that an i-mer has a volume
Vi' the concentration of i-mers, N(vi , t), will vary with time due to agglomeration,
evaporation, generation, and removal processes. The rate of agglomeration of i-mers
with j-mers is equal to the rate of formation of (i + j )-mers and is given by

K(v;, vj)N(v;, t)N(vj, t)

1 + 0 .t,}

where 0;,; is the Kronecker delta,

i, j ;::: (5.140 )

= [0
1

Oi,J

=j

otherwise

and K (Vi' Vi) is the kinetic coefficient of agglomeration of two particles of volumes Vi
and v;. The functional form of K (v;, Vj) will be discussed later. If i is equal to j, we
must divide by 2, so as not to count the agglomeration twice. The rate of evaporation
of i-mers is E(v;)N(v;, t), i ;::: 2, where E(v;) is the evaporation coefficient. The rate
of formation of i-mers by agglomeration is the sum of all agglomerations resulting in an
i-mer and is given by

i-I

~ .~ K(V;_j, vJN(vi-;, t)N(vj, t)
J=l

2: 2 (5.141 )
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The factor of ~ is introduced because K is a symmetric function of its arguments, and
therefore the summation counts each agglomeration twice for i - j not equal to i. How

ever, if i is an even integer, the term K(Vi/2, v;j2)N(Vi/2' t)N(Vi / 2 , t) is counted only
once in the summation, but the factor of ~ is still required, as given in (5.140). The rate
of depletion of i-mers by agglomeration with all other particles is given by

N(vi, t) ~ K(Vi' vJN(vj, t)
j~ 1

i ~ I (5.142)

For j equal to i, the agglomeration rate is divided by 2 as given in (5.140), but because
each agglomeration removes two i-mers, the rate is also multiplied by 2, thereby can
celing the factor of~. The rate of formation of i-mers by evaporation from (i + I )-mers
is (1 + 0l,i) E( Vi + 1) N( Vi + l' t), i ~ 1. The rate of depletion of i-mers due to evapo
ration is given by E(v;)N(v;, t), i ~ 2.

The net rate of formation of monomers is thus

(5.143)

and the net rate of formation of i-mers for i ~ 2 is

- N(vi, t) .~ K(v;, vJN(vj, t)
} = 1

+ E(Vi+1)N(Vi+l' t) - E(v;)N(v;, t)

(5.144)

Combined with the appropriate initial conditions [i.e., N(vi , 0), i ~ 1], (5.143) and
(5.144) constitute the discrete GDE for a spatially homogeneous aerosol. Because ag
glomeration constantly produces larger particles, (5.143) and (5.144) are an infinite set
of coupled ordinary differential equations.

5.8.2 Continuous General Dynamic Equation

Although the discrete GDE is an accurate description of aerosol dynamics, the number
of equations needed to simulate actual aerosols can be immense. For i » 1 the differ
ence in size between an i-mer and an (i + 1)-mer is relatively small. Thus for particles
that contain k + 1 or more monomers, where k » 1, the discrete concentrations can
be represented by n ( v, t), defined by

~
Vi+V\/2

N(v;, t) = n(v, t) dv
Vi-VI/2

~ k + 1 (5.145)
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If N( Vi' t) is neglected for 2 ::; i ::; k, (5.144) becomes, for i ;::: k,

an(v, t) 1 iV
'-

Vk
+ 1+"1/

2

at
= -2 K(v - u, u) n(v - u, t) n(u, t) du

l'k+ 1 - vl/2

- n(v, t) ["-1'1/2 K(v, u) n(u, t) du

+ n(v - VI' t) K(v - VI> VI) N(vI' t)

- n(v, t) [K(v, VI) N(vl> t) + E(v)] + E(v + VI) n(v + VI> t)

(5.146 )

In the limit as V I / V -t 0, the last three terms of (5.146) reduce to

(5.147)

For most aerosols it has been shown that the second term of (5.147) can be neglected
(Ramabhadran et aI., 1976). Therefore, (5.146) becomes

an (v, t) 1 1v
a =- K(v-u,u)n(v-u,t)n(u,t)du

t 2 Vk+ 1

1
00 a[/(v, t) n(v, t)]

- n(v, t) K(v, u) n(u, t) du - (5.148)
Vk+ 1 av

where I(v, t) = [K(v, vd N(VI' t) - E(v)] VI' I(v, t) is the net growth rate of a
particle of volume V due to condensation and evaporation of monomers and is commonly
called the condensation growth rate or the growth law. Notice that (5.148) is defined
over the domain V ;::: Vk + I and that it has been assumed that V » Vk + I in the upper
limit of the integral. Moreover, it is generally assumed that Vk+ I may be replaced by
zero in the lower limit of the integral. Thus the most common form of the continuous
GDE is

an (v, t) I 1v
----'----'--'- = - K(v - u, u) n(v - u, t) n(u, t) du

at 2 0

- n (v, t) 1: K (v, u) n (u, t) du

a
- - [/(v, t) n(v, t)] + J(v*, t)

av
(5.149)

The term on the left-hand side describes the evolution of the aerosol number distribution
with time. The first term on the right-hand side represents the coagulation of particles
of volume smaller than V forming a particle of volume V; the second term represents the
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(5.151 )

coagulation of particles of volume v with other particles, forming a particle whose vol
ume is larger than v; and the third tem1 represents the change in the aerosol size distri-

bution due to condensation, evaporation, chemical reaction, or phase transition. Such
processes result in a growth or shrinkage of particles that is represented by the term I ( v,
t) = dv / dt. In some cases (e.g., for organic aerosols) the term dv / dt may be negative
for small particles and positive for large particles, indicating that evaporation occurs
from small particles while condensation simultaneously takes place on large particles.
Chemical reactions and phase transition may lead to a growth or shrinkage of particles
due to changes in the molar volume of the chemical species. The fourth term represents
the nucleation of particles from a gaseous chemical species. This nucleation takes place
at a critical particle size at volume v*. The term J ( v*, t) represents the rate of formation
of new particles of volume v* by nucleation. Later in this chapter we discuss how one
determines the rate of and the critical particle size for nucleation.

In the absence of particle growth, I(v, t) = 0, and (5.149) becomes the so-called
coagulation equation,

on (v, t) 1 fl'

ot = 2 J
o

K(v - u, u) n(v - u, t) n(u, t) du

- n(v, t) ~: K(v, u) n(u, t) du (5.150)

If coagulation can be neglected, the size distribution evolves due only to growth of
individual particles, and n(v, t) satisfies the pure growth equation,

an (v, t) 0
at + av [I(v, t) n(v, t)] = 0

If particle diameter is the size variable of interest, the continuous GDE takes the
form

a
- aD [ID(Dp , t) n(Dp , t)]

p

~
DP/21!3 K[(D3 _ jj3)1/3 b] n[(D3 - b 3)1/3 t] n(b t) db+ D 2 p P , P P p' p' p

p 0 (D~ _ b~)2/3

- n(Dp , t) ~: K(Dp , b p ) n(bp , t) dbp (5.152)

where ID = dDp/dt, the rate of particle growth from condensation, as given by (5.98).

5.9 COAGULATION COEFFICIENT

Coagulation, agglomeration, or coalescence of two particles can occur as a result of
several mechanisms by which two particles may be brought together. The particles may
collide as a result of their mutual Brownian motion; they may be brought into contact
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by laminar or turbulent velocity gradients in the gas; or they may collide due to differ
ential settling velocities. In addition, when two particles get sufficiently close to each
other, electrostatic, electrodynamic, and fluid dynamical forces between particles affect
the actual rate at which the particles collide.

5.9.1 Brownian Coagulation

Under typical atmospheric conditions and for particles smaller than a few microns in
diameter, the dominant mechanism for agglomeration is Brownian motion. The form of
the Brownian coagulation coefficient K(Dp , j\) in the continuum regime can be derived
by considering the flux from the Brownian diffusion of particles of one size toward a
stationary particle of the other size. In the free molecule or kinetic regime, K is deter
mined from the effusion flux (5.86) of one particle onto the area represented by the other
particle. As in the case of mass transfer of vapor molecules, an appropriate interpolation
formula is needed so that one has an expression for K valid across the entire range of
Knudsen numbers. Forthe derivation of these forms of K, we refer the reader to Seinfeld
(1986, p. 391 et seq.).

A widely used form of the Brownian coagulation coefficient is that due to Fuchs
(1964):

h ( 2 2 )1/2were gij = g; + gj ,

1 [( )3 (2 2 )3/2]g; = --I Dp; + I; - D p; + I; - Dp ;
3Dp ; ;

I = 8D;
I 

7fC;

and where D; = kTCc /37f/lDp ; and c; = (8kT/ 7fm; )1/2
In the continuum and kinetic regimes (5.153) approaches the limits

K«(Dp ;, Dpj ) = 27f(D; + Dj )(Dp ; + Dpj )

7f ( )2(-2 -2 )1/2Kk(Dp ;, Dpj ) ="4 Dp ; + Dpj C; + Cj

(5.153)

(5.154 )

(5.155)

(5.156)

(5.157)

respectively.
Figure 5.10 shows K(Dp ;, Dpj ) as computed by (5.153). The smallest value of

the Brownian coagulation coefficient occurs when both particles are of the same size. In
the continuum regime for equal-sized particles, K is independent of particle size and is
given by K = 8kT/3/l. On the other hand, when both particles are in the free molecule
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10- 3 Figure 5.10 Brownian coagulation coeffi
cient K (Dl'i' D p) for particles of density PI'

= I g cm- 3 in air at 298 K. I atm.

regime and are of equal size, K = 4(6kT/ pp)t/2D~/2. A maximum coagulation coeffi
cient for equal-sized particles is reached at about 0.02 rtm diameter. The coagulation
coefficient for large particles is relatively low because of their relatively small Brownian
diffusivities. Very small particles, on the other hand, have relatively high velocities, but
their individual target areas are small, so they tend to miss each other. The maximum
in K at around 0.02 rtm represents a balance between particle mobility and cross-sec
tional area for collision. Finally, we see that the Brownian coagulation coefficient for
unequal-sized particles is always larger than that for either of the two particles coagu
lating with another particle of its own size. This behavior is attributable to the fact that
if one starts with two equal-sized particles and increases the size of one of the particles,
the Brownian coagulation coefficient increases because the target area increases as D~,

whereas the Brownian diffusivity decreases only as Dp-

5.9.2 Effect of van der Waals and Viscous Forces on
Brownian Coagulation

The Brownian coagulation coefficient given by (5.153) is derived by considering both
aerosol particles as hard spheres in Brownian motion in the absence of interparticle forces
and fluid mechanical interactions between the particles. We noted above that once par
ticles get sufficiently close to each other, interparticle forces may act to enhance or retard
the rate of collision. Electrostatic or Coulomb forces may either enhance or retard col-
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(5.158)

lision rates depending on the degree of charging of the two particles (Seinfeld, 1986, p.
404 et seq.). Normally, electrostatic forces do not playa dominant role in aerosol col
lisions, if for no other reason than the tendency of aerosols to become neutralized. On
the other hand, van der Waals forces, which arise from the interaction of fluctuating
dipoles in the two particles, act between all particles to enhance the collision rate over
that predicted in its absence. Fluid mechanical interactions arise because a particle in
motion in a fluid induces velocity gradients in the fluid that influence the motion of other
particles when they approach its vicinity. Because the fluid resists being "squeezed"
out from between the approaching particles, the effect of these so-called viscous forces
is to retard the coagulation rate from that in their absence. The effects of van der Waals
and viscous forces can be incorporated into the basic Brownian coagulation coefficient,
with van der Waals forces acting to enhance the rate and viscous forces acting to retard
the rate.

In order to present results for these two forces, let us express the pure Brownian
collisional flux of particles in the continuum and kinetic regimes as <Pc and <P" respec
tively (number of collisions/cm3 s). We then introduce the enhancement factors We and
Wk , so that the collision rates including the effects of particle interactions are Fe = We<P e
and Fk = Wk <Pk • The collision rates and coagulation coefficients in the transition regime
will be obtained by interpolating between the expressions in the continuum and kinetic
regimes.

The continuum regime enhancement factor for van der Waals forces has been pre
sented by Friedlander (1977), and Schmidt-Ott and Burtscher (1982),

- I l00 lE (r) JdrWe = (Rpa + Rpb ) exp -k 2
R po +Rpb _ T r

where E ( r) is the van der Waals interaction potential. If we let x = Rpb / r, (5. 158) can
be expressed as

(
R) l(l + RpojRpb) I

I pa
W; = I + - exp [E(x)/kT] dx

Rpb 0
(5.159 )

Historically, van der Waals forces between condensed media have been calculated
by summing over pairwise interactions between the molecular constituents of each body.
This method, called Hamaker theory, leads to the van der Waals interaction potential
(Parsegian, 1975)

(5.160)

E(r)
A I 2Rpa Rpb

-"6l r 2 - (R
pa

+ R
pb

)2 +

r
2 - (Rpa + RPb )2'j

+ In 2 2
r - (Rpa - Rpb )

where A is the so-called Hamaker constant. Values of the Hamaker constant, expressed
as A / kT at STP, for some substances are as follows:
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A!kT

Yenzene 619
Ethanol 42.6
Water 20.2
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In deriving the pure Brownian motion collision rate, it is assumed that one particle
is stationary and the second particle diffuses toward it with a diffusion coefficient that is
the sum of the individual diffusion coefficients, that is, from (5.67),

kT kT
D OO = D + Db = - + -

a fa ii, (5.161)

where /" = 67rp.Rpa I Cm and fb = 67rp.Rph l Ceh . In this formulation, it is assumed that
each particle approaches the other oblivious of the other's existence. As we noted above,
however, in reality the velocity gradients around each particle influence the motion of
an approaching particle. Spielman (1970) incorporated the effect of viscous interactions
between particles through a modified relative diffusion coefficient Dah = kTI fah. The
effect of viscous interactions can then be included in the enhancement factor of (5.159)
through the D oo I Dab ratio,

W- 1 = (1e (5.162 )

Alam (1987) has obtained an analytical expression for D oo I Dab that closely ap
proximates Spielman's solution,

(5.163 )

We note that D
oo I Dah is unity for sufficiently large separation r and increases as the

particle separation decreases. The increase in the D oo I D ah ratio decreases the enhance
ment factor We. Figure 5.11 shows We as a function of the Hamaker constant for Rphl Rpa
= 1 and Rph I Rpa = 5. We see that in the presence of viscous forces, the enhancement
factor is always less than that in their absence. With van der Waals forces We is largest
for particles of equal size, whereas viscous forces are largest when the ratio of particle
radii is large. We note from Figure 5.11 that the "enhancement" factor W" including
both forces, is, for some values of A, actually a retardation factor since We < 1.

The enhancement factor due to van der Waals forces in the free molecule or kinetic
regime is (Marlow, 1980)
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Figure 5.11 Enhancement factor for Brownian coagulation coefficient due to van der
Waals and viscous forces. (Reprinted by pennission of the publisher from M. K. Alam.
Aerosol Science and Technology, vol. 6, no. I, pp. 41-52. Copyright 1987 by Elsevier
Science Publishing Co., Inc.)

-1 100 (dE d2E)- + r--
2 (Rpa + Rpb )2kT R pa + Rpb dr dr 2

l 1 (r dE )J 2X exp - - - - + E r dr
kT 2 dr

(5.164)

In the kinetic regime the particles behave as large gas molecules and the viscous inter
action present when the suspending fluid can be treated as a continuum is absent.

Alam (1987) has derived an interpolation formula for the coagulation coefficient
that is a function of a particle Knudsen number Knp and that attains the proper limiting
forms in the continuum and kinetic regimes. The result is

(5.165 )

where

DOO 4Doo

= D a + Db ex
(A~ + A~)1/2C

Knp

(A~ + A~)1/2
C

(8kT + 8kTy /2

Rpa + Rpb 7rma 7rmb
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Figure 5.12 shows the coagulation coefficient K at T = 300 K, p = 1 atm, PI' =

1000 kg / m3
, and A / kT = 20 as a function of Knp for particle radius ratios of 1, 2, and

5 both in the presence and in the absence of interparticle forces. Figure 5.13 shows the
ratio of the coagulation coefficient to that for pure Brownian coagulation (i.e., the en
hancement factor) as a function of particle Knudsen number for A / kT = 20. In the
continuum regime, Kn :::; 1, for A / kT = 20, We < 1 due to the predominance of the
retardation by viscous forces over the enhancement by van der Waals forces. As shown
in Figure 5.11, for sufficiently large Hamaker constant A, the effect of van der Waals
forces overtakes that of viscous forces to lead to an enhancement factor greater than 1.
In the kinetic regime, coagulation is always enhanced due to the absence of viscous
forces.

Example 5.6 Coagulation of an Initially Monodisperse Aerosol

In the absence of evaporation, (5.144) is usually expressed as

dN
i

1 i-,1 ,

-d = - .~ Ki-j,jNi-jNj - N i .~ Ki.jNjt 2 J~ 1 J~ 1
(5.166)
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Figure 5.12 Brownian coagulation coefficient in the presence and absence of interparticle forces.
T = 300 K, p = I atm, Pp = I g cm- 3

, AIkT = 20. (Reprinted by pemlission of the publisher
from M. K. Alam, Aerosol Science and Technology, vol. 6, no. I, pp. 41-52. Copyright 1987 by
Elsevier Science Publishing Co., Inc.)
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Figure 5.13 Enhancement factor for Brownian coagulation. T = 300 K, p = I atm, PI' = I g
cm- 3

, A/kT = 20. (Reprinted by permission of the publisher from M. K. Alam, Aerosol Science
and Technology, vol. 6, no. I, pp. 41-52. Copyright 1987 by Elsevier Science Publishing Co.,
Inc.)

which is called the discrete coagulation equation. A classic solution of this equation is that
for constant coagulation coefficient K. Such a situation is most relevant for the early stages
of coagulation of a monodisperse aerosol in the continuum regime when Ki •j = 8kT13p..
Setting Ki,j = K and summing (5.166) over i from 1 to 00 yields the following equation for
the total number concentration of particles:

dN

dt

1 ?
--KN

2
(5.167)

If the total initial number concentration of particles is N(O) = No, the solution of (5.167)
is

where

N(t)
No

(5.168)

2
7 =--

C KNo

is a characteristic time for coagulation.

(5,169)
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Example 5.7 Characteristic Times for Coagulation

The characteristic time for coagulation 1r was defined by (5.169). It is the time needed for
an intially monodisperse population of particles to coagulate to one-half the initial number
concentration. Although the coagulation coefficient cannot be strictly independent of time
because the average particle size of the aerosol is increasing as coagulation proceeds and
the population is no longer monodisperse, T c represents a good approximation of the time
constant for coagulation of an aerosol.

It is useful to calculate the value of Tc for various initial particle sizes and number
concentrations. For pure Brownian coagulation, the equal-size coagulation coefficients for
a range of particle diameters are approximately:

D p (lim) K(cm's I)

0.01 2 X 10 9

0.1 I x 10- 9

1.0 7 X 10- 10

10.0 6 X 10- 10

The characteristic times in seconds for coagulation of particles of these sizes with
various initial number concentrations are:

DI' (lim)

No (cm-') 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0

10' 106 2 X 106 3 X 106 3.3 X 106

106 la' 2 x 10' 3 X la' 3.3 x la'
109 I 2 3 3.3
1012 10-' 2 X 10- 3 3 x 10' 3.3 X 10'

Example 5.8 Self-Preserving Size Distribution

Certain aerosol coagulation and condensation situations can be solved using a similarity
transformation for the size distribution function (Swift and Friedlander, 1964; Friedlander
and Wang, 1966). Such solutions represent asymptotic forms approached after long times
and are independent of the initial size distribution. In carrying out the similarity transfor
mation, one assumes that the fraction of the particles in a given size range depends only on
the particle volume normalized by the average particle volume,

n(v, t) dv = J/;(~) d(~)
N(t) v v

where v = V(t)jN(t) is the average particle volume at time t. Rearranging this equation,
the dimensional size distribution function can be expressed as

2

n(v, t) = N(t) J/;(.,.,)
V(t)
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where '1/ = vjv = vN(t)jV(t). Note that

N(t) = r n(v, t) dv

Vet) = rvn(v, t) dv

Aerosols Chap. 5

The size distribution is thus represented in tenns of N(t), Vet), and a dimensionless
function l/; ('1/). The shapes of the distribution are assumed to be similar at different times,
multiplied by the time-dependent factor N (t)2 j V(t). Thus these solutions are called self
preserving.

To detennine l/; ( '1/) the relation for n (v, t) is substituted into the general dynamic
equation. If the transfonn is consistent with the equation, an ordinary integrodifferential
equation for l/; ( '1/) is obtained (Friedlander, 1977).

5.10 HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION

The general dynamic equation describes the evolution of a population of particles
undergoing coagulation and growth or evaporation due to gas-to-particle or particle-to
gas conversion. The process by which particles form from a vapor can be viewed simply
as the successive coagulation of single molecules (monomers) with molecular clusters.
This process is represented explicitly in (5.143) and (5.144). When we passed to the
continuous GDE (5.148) we took volume V k + 1 as the lower limit of particle volume
down to which the size spectrum can be treated as if it is continuous. Presumably,
coagulation among monomers and clusters of volume less than Vk + 1 is still occurring
that provides a flux of particles across size Vk + 1 into the "continuous" portion of the
size spectrum. In (5.149) and (5.150) these processes occurring at volume less than
Vk + 1 are simply smeared into the continuous coagulation integrals and growth term. If
new particles are indeed forming from the vapor, we need to use (5.148), in which we
can say something explicit about what is happening for particles of very small sizes. The
formation of particles from vapor molecules may be visualized to occur as the result of
the clustering of vapor molecules to form embryos of the new phase followed by the
growth of some of these clusters to form macroscopic quantities of the new phase. Figure
5.14 is a schematic of the size spectrum. The passage of embryos beyond the size k will
be referred to as nucleation, whereas the scavenging of monomers and embryos by par
ticles larger than k is what we refer to as condensation. The major goal of nucleation
theory is to predict the rate of formation of new particles from vapor molecules. We will
see that a certain critical size k emerges from the theory and that we will be able to
predict the rate of passage of embryos across that size k. In this section we review briefly
the theory of homogeneous nucleation. For more in-depth treatments we refer the reader
to Springer (1978) and Abraham (1974).

Let us begin by considering a system composed of a spherical liquid drop of radius
r containing Nt molecules surrounded by its vapor containing Nv molecules. The tem
perature, pressure, and total number of molecules are assumed to be constant. The total
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Figure 5.14 Nucleation and condensation along the particle size spectrum.

Gibbs free energy of the system can be written as

(5.170 )

(5.171)

where !-tv and !-t/ are the chemical potentials per molecule of the vapor and liquid phases,
respectively, and a is the surface tension of the bulk liquid. If we assume the liquid
phase to be incompressible and the vapor phase to be ideal, the equilibrium state of such
a system is that for which (Springer, 1978)

p 2avmIn- =--
p~ kTr

where p is the pressure of the vapor in the system and p~ is the equilibrium vapor
pressure of the bulk liquid at temperature T. Vm is the molecular volume. We will rec
ognize (5.171) as equivalent to (5.97), the so-called Kelvin equation, relating the in
crease in vapor pressure over a curved interface to that over a fiat surface in terms of
the size of the droplet and its physical properties.

The Gibbs free energy of the system prior to formation of the liquid drop is Go =
(Nv + Nt) !-tv' and the difference !i. G = G - Go is a measure of the reversible work
necessary to form the drop,

(5.172)

where it is customary to let g = Nt, the number of molecules in the droplet, and ~ =
(47r)1/3 a(3Vm )2/3. The first term on the right-hand side is proportional to the volume
of the drop and the second to its surface area. If !-tt > !-tV' the vapor is the more stable
phase, both terms in (5.172) are positive, and !i. G increases continuously as g increases.
If !-tt = !-tV' the vapor is saturated, but !i. G still increases continuously with g. A liquid
drop will not form because of the additional work needed to create the droplet interface.
Finally, if !-tt < !-tv' !i. G has a maximum at the point where the negative volume term
begins to dominate the positive surface term. The value of g at this maximum in !i. G is
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denoted by g* and its corresponding value of il G by il G*. We will call g* the critical
size embryo or nucleus. This g* is just k in Figure 5.14.

At equilibrium the distribution of the number concentrations of embryos is as
sumed to follow the Boltzmann distribution,

(5.173)

The embryos can be envisioned to exist as a result of a sequence of collisions
between single molecules (monomers) and embryos, embryo-embryo collisions being
neglected as rare events because of the low concentration of embryos relative to single
molecules,

Ag - 1 + At .. » Ag

where Al represents a single molecule and Ag an embryo containing g molecules. The
nucleation rate is defined as that at which embryos pass through the critical size g*.

We can write a balance on the number of embryos of size g as

(5.174)

(5.175)g ;::: 2

where ag is the surface area of a g-mer, Cl'g is the rate of loss of single molecules per
unit surface area from a g-mer, and {3 is the rate of impingement of vapor molecules on
an embryo per unit surface area. Whereas Cl'g is generally an unknown function of embryo
size, (3 is usually approximated by the kinetic theory effusion flux expression, Nc /4,
for the rate at which vapor molecules impinge on a unit area of surface per unit time.

Equation (5.174) can be written as

dNg

---:it = I g - t - I g

where I g is the net flow of embryos from size g to g + I,

I g = {3ag N g - Cl'g+lag+lNg + 1 (5.176)

At equilibrium not only is dNg / dt = 0, but 12 = 13 = . . . = I g = 0; that is,
there is no net flow of embryos in either direction. Setting I g == 0 in (5.176), and using
the superscript e to denote equilibrium, gives
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(5.177)

which allows us to calculate the evaporation rate, Ci g + 1, in terms of (3, N~ and N~ + l'

Equation (5.177) is a statement of the principle of microscopic reversibility.
When nucleation is occurring there is a nonzero net flow of embryos as given by

(5.176), and therefore the system cannot be at equilibrium. The major assumption of
classical homogeneous nucleation theory is that the embryo number concentrations N~

rapidly achieve a pseudo-steady state in which their rate of appearance is just balanced
by their rate of disappearance, that is,

(5.178)

Physically, this assumption implies that the characteristic times for the embryos to relax
to a pseudo-steady-state distribution is short compared with that associated with mac
roscopic changes in the system. Applying (5.178) to each embryo concentration gives

19_1=lg=l (5.179)

Thus a consequence of the pseudo-steady-state approximation applied to the embryo
concentrations is that the net flow through the embryo distribution is a constant, inde
pendent of g. This net rate is the nucleation rate that we desire to compute. It is worth
reiterating at this point that the pseudo-steady-state approximation applied to the embryo
concentration is not the same as the condition of equilibrium, since in the former all J~

equal a nonzero 1, whereas the latter all 1g equal zero.
Using (5.177) and (5.179), (5.176) can be expressed as

(5.180 )

Because changes in number concentrations from one embryo to the next are small for g
» I, it is customary to replace the right-hand side of (5.180) by its different fonn,

Equation (5.181) is then integrated to give the nucleation rate,*

_ 1 (2(JMA)I/2(p~)2 2 (~G*)1 - - -- - S exp ---
Pp 11" kT kT

(5.181)

(5.182 )

where S = p / p~, the saturation ratio of species A. 1 can be expressed in terms of
measurable quantities as

*This integration requires several approximations that can be shown to be quite valid. For elaboration.
see Friedlander (1977), Springer (1978), or Seinfeld (1986).
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(5.183 )

(5.184)

where Nm , is Avogadro's number.
It is enlightening to examine the dependence of the nucleation rate J on the satu

ration ratio S. Figure 5.15 shows J (in number per m3 per second) as a function of the
saturation ratio S for water and dibutylphthalate (DBP) at 293 K and 1 atm. Although
the nucleation rate is a continuous function of S, it increases so rapidly as S increases
that it appears that at a certain "critical" saturation a burst of nucleation occurs. This
critical saturation ratio is usually defined as that where J = 1 cm -3 s-1. Rates signifi
cantly larger than this are required to form substantial numbers of particles, although
because of the extreme steepness of the J versus S curve, only slight increases of S
beyond that at J = 1 cm -3 s-I are needed to obtain such significant rates. The critical
saturation ratio for water under the conditions of Figure 5.15 occurs at about S = 10 (J
= 106 m- 3

S-I = 1 cm- 3
S-I). For dibutylphthalate, the critical S at these conditions

is close to 800. The difference in nucleation behavior between the two compounds can
be explained on the basis of their physical properties.

To show how the nucleation rate of a compound depends on its properties, we
write J in the form equivalent to (5.183),

PA (I VA ) (167ra3V~ )J - 2"'a -- N exp --~-..:,:..-

- .J27rm
A

kT JkT A 3k 3T 3 In2 S

Water 30

0

-:>

0' 20
0

-10

10

Saturation ratio, S

Figure 5.15 Nucleation rates of dibutylphthalate and water at 293 K as a function of
saturation ratio.
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where rnA and VA are the molecular mass and volume, respectively, of the monomer; and
then place (5.184) in dimensionless form as follows:

where J* = J / J and

Jf* ( a*3)J* = S2 - exp ----
671' 2 In2 S

A (p~)2 2(8kT)I/2J = - 71'r A --kT 71'rnA

(5.185 )

(5.186 )

Note that J is related to the monomer-monomer collision rate at saturated conditions and
a* is the dimemsionless surface tension.

Table 5.2 gives the relevant physical properties of water and DBP at 293 K and 1
atm, together with values of a* and J, the latter resulting from the extremely low satu
ration vapor pressure of DBP. Because of the iow value of J, the nucleation rate J is
smaller than that of water at the same value of S.

From (5.185) one can obtain

a In J a log J ( a* )3
aIn S = alog S = 2 + In S

We see that a material with a large a*, such as DBP in the present case, would require
a larger value of S to attain the same slope in a log J - log S plot than a material with
a smaller a*. This explains why DBP attains nucleation rates equivalent to those of water
only at higher saturation ratios. Note that as S gets very large, the asymptotic slopes of
all log J - log S plots are equal to 2.

Figure 5.16 shows J * as a function of S at various values of a*, and Figure 5.17
presents J* as a function of 1/a* at various S values. From Figure 5.16 we see that at
low values of S, the dimensionless nucleation rate J * is extremely low. The larger the
dimensionless surface tension a*, the more difficult the nucleation process. From Figure
5.17, J* has a maximum at a* = (ln2 S/3 )1/3 equal to J* = O.1623S 2 In l

/
3 S.

TABLE 5.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
DIBUTYLPHTHALATE AND WATER AT 293 K. 1 ATM

Properties

mA (kg)

1'.1 (m')

p~ (N m 2)

a(Jm-')

a*

Dibutylphthalate (DBP)

4.6196 x 10- 25

4.4169 x 10 2R

1.3599 X 10- 3

3.357 x 10. 2

15.5086
1.1824 x 1019

Water

2.9890 x 10 26

2.9890 x 10 29

2336.468

7.275 x 10 2

5.5812
2.2786 x 10"
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Figure 5.16 Dimensionless nucleation rate J* as a function of saturation ratio for dif
ferent values of the dimensionless surface tension a *.
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Figure 5.17 Dimensionless nucleation rate J* as a function of a' I for different values

of the saturation ratio S.
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5.11 SECTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF AEROSOL PROCESSES

An aerosol size distribution is governed by a variety of physical and chemical processes
comprising coagulation; gas-aerosol conversion mechanisms such as nucleation, con
densation, and evaporation; gravitational settling; dry deposition on surfaces due to dif
fusion, impaction, and thermophoresis; phase transition; chemical reactions in the par
ticle or at its surface; and introduction of new particles. A description of the evolution
of the aerosol size distribution requires an accurate solution of the appropriate form of
the general dynamic equation.

In the continuous representation of the aerosol size distribution, the aerosol pop
ulation is represented by a continuous function that characterizes the number or volume
concentration of aerosols as a function of aerosol size. An approximation of the contin
uous representation by constant number or volume concentrations of aerosols over finite
aerosol size ranges leads to a so-called sectional representation of the aerosol size dis
tribution (Gelbard et aI., 1980; Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1980). The sectional approxima
tion to the continuous size distribution leads to a simpler form of the equation since the
sectional distribution is then governed by a set of ordinary differential equations.

In the sectional approach to modeling aerosol dynamics, the continuous size dis
tribution is approximated by a series of step functions so that the aerosol characteristics
(i.e., number, surface, volume, mass concentration) remain constant over each size in
terval. For example, the number distribution is approximated as follows:

(5.187)l = I, ... , LN[(t) = [-I n(v, t) dv

where N[ (t) = aerosol number concentration in section l
L = total number of aerosol size sections

Va and VL = aerosol volume of the lower and upper ranges of the aerosol distribution,
respectively

The number distribution n ( v, t) is then approximated by the step functions
N[ (t) (v[ - V[_ I) -I. The volume size distribution is approximated in a similar manner,
as follows:

Q[ (t) = ~ :1:. 1 vn (v, t) dv l = 1, ... , L (5.188)

The aerosol dynamic equations can be solved for any representation of the size
distribution (i.e., number, volume, etc.). Generally, the sectional equations are solved
for the mass or volume distribution. This solution is convenient because it allows one
to check for conservation of mass or volume. In addition, it is computationally more
accurate because the volume distribution covers a smaller range of concentration values
than does the number distribution.

The coagulation equation for the sectional volume distribution can be deduced
from the coagulation equation (5.150) to give the following ordinary differential equa-
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tions (Gelbard et al., 1980):

(
'-1

dQ, t) "a-
-d- =LJ K;,l-iQ;(t)QI_;(t)

t 1=1

L

- QJt) 2: bK; /Q;(t)
;= 1 '

Aerosols

l = 1, ' .. , L

Chap. 5

(5.189 )

l = 1, . . . , L (5.190)

where the first tenn is not evaluated for l = 1.
The first tenn represents the fonnation of new aerosols in section l by coagulation

of aerosols from lower sections, and the second tenn represents the coagulation of aer
osols from section l with other aerosols to fonn particles in higher sections.

The sectional coagulation coefficients aKi,I_; and b Ki" are calculated by integrat
ing the coagulation coefficient K ( VI' V2) over the section of interest (see Gelbard et al. ,
1980, for the derivation of the sectional coagulation coefficients). These coefficients
generally are calculated with the constraint that VI ;::: 2vI_ l' For a fixed sectionalization
of the aerosol size distribution, the sectional coagulation coefficients are computed only
once, and the coagulation equation is then reduced from an integrodifferential equation
to a set of ordinary differential equations.

Similarly, the pure growth equation governing the sectional volume distribution
can be deduced from (5.151) to give (Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1980)

dQ,(t) a- b- b-
~ = rP,Q,(t) + rP'-1 Q'-l (t) - rPIQI(t)

where the first tenn is not evaluated for l = 1. The first tenn represents the growth of
the aerosol volume in section l due to condensation, the second tenn represents the
growth of the aerosol volume from section (l - 1) into section l, and the third tenn
represents the growth of the aerosol volume from section l into section (l + 1). The
sectional condensation coefficients are calculated by integrating the growth law over the
sections. If the sectionalization of the aerosol size distribution is fixed, these sectional
condensation coefficients are calculated only once, and the condensation equation is then
reduced from a partial differential equation to a set of ordinary differential equations.

Warren and Seinfeld (1985) improved the accuracy of the treatment of condensa
tion by the sectional representation by using an average value of the volume concentra
tions for the intersectional growth tenns and by forcing conservation of the aerosol num
ber concentration. The result is

dQJt) = a-:/: Q (t) + c-:/: _ QI-l (t) + QJt)
dt '1'1 I '1'1 1 2

c- Q,(t) + QI+ I (t)
- rP, 2 l = 1, ... , L

~ ! dQI(t) = 0
1= 1 V, dt

where v, is the average volume of aerosols in section l.

(5.191 )

(5.192 )
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5.1. What is the stop distance of a spherical particle of 10 JLm diameter and density 3.0 g cm- 3

projected into still air at 298 K with an initial velocity of 100 cm s-I?

5.2. Calculate and plot the terminal settling velocities of particles of density 1.0 g cm-3 in air
at 1 atm and 298 K over the particle diameter range 0.1 to 100 JLm.

5.3. Assuming a 2% deviation to be the maximum permissible, calculate the maximum particle
diameter for which the terminal settling velocity may be computed by Stokes' law in air at
1 atm and 298 K as a function of particle density over the range 0.5 to 5.0 g cm - 3.

5.4. A lO-JLm-diameter particle of density 1 g cm-3 is being carried by an airstream at 1 atm
and 298 K in the x-direction with a velocity of 100 cm s-I. The stream enters a device
where the particle immediately acquires a charge of 100 electrons (the charge on a single
electron, e, is 1.6 X 10- 19 C) and in which there exists an electric field of constant potential
gradient Ey = 103 V cm-1 perpendicular to the direction of flow.

(a) Determine the characteristic relaxation time of the particle.
(b) Determine the x- and y-coordinate locations of the particle at any downstream location

in the device.

5.5. (a) Verify the relations given in Table 5.1.
(b) Prepare a plot of classical aerodynamic diameter versus physical diameter for physical

diameter from 0.1 to 20 JLm and for the four densities Pp = 1, 2, 3, and 4 g cm- 3.

5.6. One stage of a cascade impactor is shown in Figure 5.4. As described in Example 5.2,
particles with sufficient inertia are collected on the plate; those smaller are carried around
the plate to the next stage. The flow enters the stage through a cylindrical nozzle of diameter
Dj that terminates at a distance s above the plate. The flow on the stage can be approximated
as a two-dimensional, cylindrical stagnation flow near the plate,

u; = r* ui = -2z*

where the two velocity components are made dimensionless by u; = uriUoo and ui =

uz/uoo , and r* = r/(DJ!2) and z* = z/(DJ!2).

(a) Show that the dimensionless equations of motion for a particle in this flow field are

d 2r* dr*
2St-- + - = r*

dt*2 dt*

d 2z* dz*
2St -- + - = - 2z* + v;

dt*2 dt*

where St = Tuoo/Dj , t* = Dj t/2uoo , and v; = -Tg/Uoo , the dimensionless settling
velocity.

(b) Show that appropriate initial conditions are

r* = r(j ::5 I

dr* I- -0
dt* t' ~O

I
z* = -

2

dz* I
dt* t' ~O

-1

at t* = 0
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(c) Show that the particle trajectory satisfies

r* = r6' e -P [ cosh (pq) + ~ sinh (pq) ]

! (I vne-P cosh (pq') + _1_ (I + q'2 _ v,:,)
2 2q' 2

Chap. 5

z* ==

v*
X e-P sinh (pq') + -'-

2

I
St :s 

16

I I (I _ q,,2
"2 (I - vne-Pcos (pq") + 2q" --2--

where

v*
X e-P sin (pq") + -'-

2

I
St ?:

16

p

q" = (16 St - 1)1/2

t*
4 St

q' = (I - 16 St) 1/2

q (I + 8 St) 1/2

5.7. At t = 0 a uniform concentration No of monodisperse particles exists between two horizontal
plates separated by a distance h. If both plates are perfect absorbers of particles and the
particles settle with a settling velocity v" determine the number concentration of particles
between the plates as a function of time and position. The Brownian diffusivity of the
particles is D.

Solution:

00, 2 1_(_I)'e2~1 [I (7f 2
i
2
) I J

N(z*, t*) = No .2..: -: 4/ 2.2 sin (i7fz*) exp .. -2z* - I + -4 t*. /12
I ~ 1 7f1 I + 4/1 7f I 4/1

where

z*
z
h

t*
tv,

h

Calculate the particle fluxes on the top and bottom surfaces as a function of time and obtain
the limiting behavior of these fluxes for short and long times.

5.8. Consider a particle-sizing device in which particles are separated based on their different
settling velocities. The device consists of a vertical flask that is initially filled with a fluid
particle suspension that has been vigorously mixed. Once the shaking of the flask is stopped,
a sample is immediately withdrawn to determine the total suspension concentration. The
particles then begin settling and a fluid-particle sample is withdrawn at predesignated times
at a known distance L below the surface of the fluid. In the absence of particle-particle
interactions and assuming that the suspension is sufficiently dilute that the fluid can be
considered as stagnant as the particles settle, show that the particle number concentration
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N; of each size i in the suspension as a funtion of location and time is described by

aNi + v aNi = 0
at t, az

where v
ti

is the terminal settling velocity of particles of size i. It is assumed that particles
reach their terminal settling velocity immediately. We take z as positive downward from
the liquid surface (z = 0), so that v ti is also a positive quantity. We neglect the effect of
the fluid withdrawn for sampling on the height of the column of fluid. The appropriate
initial and boundary conditions are

N;(z, 0) = N;o

N;(O, t) = 0

z > 0

t > 0

The second condition states that immediately after t = 0 there are no particles at the top
surface of the liquid.
(a) Show that

N;(z, t) = N;o [1 - V (r - ~)J

where Vex) is the unit step function,

Vex) = L~
x < 0

x> 0

(b) Show that the ratio of the weight of the dried sample taken at time tk to that at t = 0
yields the percentage by mass of particles smaller than Dpk' where

D = [ 18{tL ']1/2
P'gtk(Pp p)

5.9. A particle sampling instrument classifies an aerosol into seven channels. A stream of par
ticles is measured and gives the following numbers of particles in each channel of the
device:

Channel Size range (/Lm) N,

1 0-1.5 80
2 1.5-2.3 140
3 2.3-3.2 180
4 3.2-4.5 220
5 4.5-6.0 190
6 6.0-8.0 60
7 >8.0 0

(a) Plot the size distribution function as a histogram where the number of particles mea
sured in each channel is assumed to be concentrated at the arithmetic midpoint of the
size range.
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(b) Assuming that all the particles have the same density, plot the mass distribution func
tion as a histogram.

(c) Estimate the number and mass median diameters of this aerosol.

5.10. Show that for a log-normally distributed aerosol the volume median diameter, the diameter
below which one=-half of the total particle volume lies, is related to the two parameters of
the distribution, Dpg and ug , by

Dp" 111 = Dpg exp (3 In2 ug )

Note: You may find the following integral of use:

~
L2 r ( _)2 ]em exp - u - 2

U du
LI 2u U _

5.11. Table 5.3 gives data on the cumulative number and mass distributions of a sample of glass
beads (Irani and Callis, 1963). Determine whether these data adhere to log-normal distri
butions. If so, determine the geometric mean diameters and standard deviations for each.
What is the relationship between the parameters of the two distributions? Plot the log
normal distributions n (Dp ) and n lll (Dp ) together with their corresponding histograms.

5.12. The size distribution function n(Dp ) for the airborne particulate matter in the Pasadena,
California, atmosphere in August and September 1969 is shown in Table 5.4.
(a) Plot the number distribution n(Dp ) versus Dp on a log-log graph. If a function of the

form n(Dp ) = constant X D~ is to be fit to the data (approximately), what is the value
of Oi?

(b) Determine the mass median particle diameter, the particle diameter for which one-half

TABLE 5.3 CUMULATIVE NUMBER AND MASS
DISTRIBUTIONS OF A SAMPLE OF GLASS BEADS

Diameter (Jim)

5
10

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

100

Number: %
smaller than

o
1.0

13.8

42.0
68.0
85.0
93.0
97.2
98.8
99.5
99.85
99.91

100

Mass: %
smaller than

o
0.1
1.6

10.5
28.5
50.0
67.9
80.8
89.2
94.0
97.0
98.1

100

Source: Irani and Callis (1963).
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TABLE 5.4 PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
AVERAGED OVER MEASUREMENTS MADE IN

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA, AUGUST TO SEPTEMBER
1969

Dp IlN / IlDI' Il V / Il log D"
(I'm) (I'm' em 3) (I'm' em- 3 )

0.00875 1.57 x 107 0.110
0.0125 5.78 x 106 0.168
0.0175 2.58 x 106 0.289
0.0250 1.15 x 10" 0.536
0.0350 6.01 x 105 1.08
0.0500 2.87 x 105 2.14
0.0700 1.39 x 105 3.99
0.0900 8.90 x 10" 7.01
0.112 7.02 x 10" 135
0.137 4.03 x 10" 17.3
0.175 2.57 x 104 28.9
0.250 9.61 x 10' 44.7
0.350 2.15 x 10' 38.6
0.440 9.33 x 10' 42.0
0.550 2.66 x 10' 29.2
0.660 1.08 x 10' 24.7
0.770 5.17 x 10' 21.9
0.880 2.80 x 10' 16.1
1.05 1.36 x 10' 22.7
1.27 5.82 18.6
1.48 2.88 13.6
1.82 1.25 19.7
2.22 4.80 x 10-' 13.4
2.75 2.17 x \(}' 15.2
3.30 1.18 x 10-' 13.7
4.12 6.27 x 10 25.3
5.22 3.03 x 10 2 26.9

Source: Whitby et al. (1972). Reprinted by permission of Academic
Press, Inc.
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the particle mass lies below and one-half lies above. Assume that all the particles have
the same density.

(c) Figure 5.18 shows the fraction of an inhaled aerosol that will be deposited in the lungs
as a function of particle size. For an aerosol density of PI' = 1.5 g cm -3, and the 1969
Pasadena aerosol, determine how much mass would have been deposited in a person's
respiratory tract daily (in fJ.g) due to breathing the local air. What will be the distri
bution of this material among tracheobronchial, pulmonary, and nasal passages? Lung
function data are given in Figure 5.18.

5.13. Show the steps to obtain (5.152) from (5.149).

5.14. The evolution of the number distribution based on particle volume of an aerosol undergoing
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100.0

Figure 5.18 Deposition of monodisperse aerosols as a function of aerodynamic diameter in the
respiratory tract of man (assuming a respiratory rate of 15 respirations per minute and a tidal
volume of 1450 em') (Task Group on Lung Dynamics, 1966).

coagulation is governed by

an(v, t) I ~1'
--'---'- = - K(v - V, v) n(v - v, t) n(v, t) dZJat 2 0

- n(v, t) t" K(v, v) n(v, t) dZJ

For particles in the continuum regime the coagulation coefficient is

Let us assume that the aerosol size distribution is log-normal throughout the coagulation
process (Lee, 1985). If the number distribution based on particle radius is log-normal,

N I (In Rp - In RpJ J
n(Rp , t) = exp - 2Jh In ugRp 2 In ug

(a) Show that the number distribution based on particle volume is

_ .2

N l (InV-Invg)-1
n ( v, t) = exp - o'

3"fi; In (J~ 1J 18 In~ ag

where Og = 47TR~g/3. In restricting the particle size distribution to bc log-nom\al, we
will allow the three parameters of the distribution, N, ag , and vg , to vary with time.
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(b) The kth moment of the distribution n(v, t) is

Mk = rvkn(v, t) dv

Show that the first three moments of the distribution satisfy

dMo 2kT 2 )
-----;;r = 3;; (Mo + M]/3 M_]/3

dM] = 0
dt

dM2 4kT 2
- = - (M] + M4 / 3M2 / 3)

dt 3p,

What is the physical significance of Mo, Mj, and M2? Is the equation for M] consistent
with your physical picture of coagulation?

(c) Show that the following relation exists among the moments of a log-normal distribution

M k = M]u;-] exp n(e - 1) In2
Og]

Note: See the integral given in Problem 5.10.
(d) Using the relation above for k = 0, *, -t ~, ~, and 2, and eliminating M] and dt from

the resulting equations, show that

_ [1 - ~ exp (9 In
2 og)J· 2

d (In vg) = 9 (2) 2 d (In 0g)
_ exp 9 In Og -

or

Thus

(e) Show also that

N
2 = constant

We see that during the time evolution of the size distribution due to Brownian coagu
lation, the constant quantities are conserved. Each of the conserved quantities contains
two of the three unknown parameters: N, ug , and Og. Thus, if one of the three param
eters, say N, is measured as a function of time, from the initial condition the value of
the constant quantities is fixed, and then the other two can be computed as a function
of time. From the three parameters, the full size distribution is then available from the
log-normal expression for n (v, t).

(f) As t -> 00, we anticipate that ug » ugo and N « No. Show that as t -> 00,

exp (9 In2
Og) = 2

or Og = 1.32. The conserved quantities break down as the size distribution attains the
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asymptotic geometric standard deviation of 1.32. If we make the approximation that in
this asymptotic regime, [exp (9 In2 Og) - 2) is constant, show that in this limit

lim Nvg = constant
t~oo

(g) Show that the equation for Mo can be written as

dMo 2kT
- = - - M6[1 + exp (In2 Og)]
dt 3M

In the asymptotic regime, show that this equation can be integrated to give

~ = 1 + (1 + 21
/
9

) {3Noo ,ot
vgoo,o

where {3 = 2kT13M and where the subscript 00,0 represents the value of the variable
at the time the distribution enters the asymptotic regime,
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